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ABSTRACT 
. The economic progress of a country like Bangladesh cannot be 
considered without giving top priority to the improvement of rural life. 
Among the economic and social factors contributing towards development, 
the role of rural transportation systems is a significant one. This 
. 
study investigates the contributions that appropriate rural transportation 
systems have on the developmental process in the Comilla district. A 
case study of two selected regions was undertaken. These are the 
regions of Kotwali with a relatively better transport system and the 
Burichong region regarded as control. A contrasting picture of the two 
regions ' agricultural development was revealed by the analysis. 
To investigate the possible causes of such a picture, the 
efficiency and cost structure of the different modern and traditional 
modes of transport such as truck, tractor, cycle rickshaw, bullock cart, 
country boat and human modes (shoulder or head 1oad) were discussed using 
statistical and econometric techniques. utilizing the available in-
formation on the rice trade of transportation pattern, cost of production 
and pric.es in the two regions, the economic benefits of rural roads were 
assessed by estimating the producer surplus. Examples of social benefits 
were enumerated . 
The effects of distance covered and volume hauled on transport 
cost for the different modes was examined using a quadratic transport 
cost function. Finally, the most economic rice transport task, i.e., 
the least-cost combination of modes and routes subject to given assump-
tions relati.ng to production and consumption centres was attempted. 
This was based on the results arrived at using a network analysis 
approach. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1 
The economlC progress of a country like Bangladesh which has 
more than 90 per cent of its population living in rural areas cannot be 
considered without giving top priority to the cause of rural life. 
Schultz (1964) in his work entitled 'Transforming Traditional Agricul-
ture ' hypothesised that there are 'few significant inefficiencies in the 
allocation of factors of production in traditional agriculture'. This 
hypothesis has been widely tested by researchers and experts in the 
field of Agricultural Economics and generally found to be correct. It 
has been maintained, however, that the most promising means of increasing 
the output and income of peasant farmers is the introduction of new 
technologies as extra factors of production (Barlow 1978). In real 
terms these techno logies may be of high yielding variety seeds, better 
breeds of livestock, more efficient implements and machines, fertilizers, 
weedicides and insecticides. 
Assuming that the proposed modern technologies are appropriate, 
it is the author's belief that a major complementary factor in the 
development process which is often neglected, at least in the early 
stages, is the provision of an adequate and suitable rural transportation 
sys~em. In the context of the geographical and physical character of 
rural Bangladesh, it seems rather difficult to implement development 
projects effectively unless rural accessibility is substantially improved. 
Rural transportation systems are important in development (i) to 
facilitate shipment of the projected increase in output from the pro-
2 
duction centres to the main consumption centres, and (ii) to enable the 
peasants to obtain modern production inputs when required at a reasonable 
transport cost . In other words, lack of an adequate rural transportation 
system and/or failure to provide appropriate means of transportation 
could be detrimental to the objectives of transforming traditional 
agriculture. This is basically due to the fact that the elasticity of 
both demand and supply for most agricultural products is relatively low. 
Despite general agreement on the· possible significant role 
transportation can play in the life of a nation today, ~he provision of 
modern rural transportation still remains a controversial issue among 
economists . It is argued that the traditional transportation systems 
in existence are sufficient during the early stages of development and 
that provision of modern transportation systems at this stage will place 
an additional constraint on the already strained resources. 
To sum up, although none could possibly underestimate the 
importance of a modern and efficient transportation system as infra-
structure for a country's overall economic growth in the long-run, 
opposing economists might be basing their judgement on the direct rate 
of returns on the required investment. Therefore, the present study 
will attempt to analyze and estimate the expected rate of return from 
rural transportation investment . The statistical estimating model will 
be based on the farmer's actual decision and choice between alternative 
transport modes. Furthermore, the extent of both the social and private 
economic benefits resulting from the use of rural transportation net-
works for the prosperity of the nation and farmers will be gauged. 
1.1 Transportation systems and the ir Importance in the Economic Growth 
and Development of Bangladesh 
As indicated above, the importance of transportation systems 
for the economlC growth of a nation hardly needs to be emphasised. The 
economlC history of the developed nations of the world provides enough 
evidence to indicate the important role of transportation systems in the 
process of economic development. Rostow (1960) in his discussion of 
the 'take-off' phase has rightly observed that the introduction of 
railways has been historically the most powerful single initiator of 
'take-offs' in France, Germany, Canada and Russia. The developed as 
well as the less developed countries of the world have by now realised 
that the development of the appropriate type of transport facility is 
essential for economic growth, because it reduces the total costs of 
production and distribution. 
Generally speaking, the role of trarisport in economlC develop-
ment is a two-dimensional one (Shah 1968). It reduces the cost of pro-
duction and also helps in generating economic activities when and where 
it is provided. In a production process, transport cost comes into 
account oat least at two points, namely, (i) at the production stage when 
the inputs have to be brought from their points of production, and (ii) 
at the distribution stage when the final products have to be shipped to 
the places where they are to be consumed. Therefore, the minimization 
of transport costs will not only reduce the total costs of production 
and distribution but will also help to make the complex production pro-
cesses economical by extending the limits of the market. 
To sum up, provision of appropriate transport systems lower 
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the cost of inter-regional transport and may allow new areas to be 
brought under cultivation for cash crops both for export and internal 
markets. This will help to achieve a break-through away from the 
subsistence economy. In addition, the provision. of appropriate modern 
transport facilities also allows specialization of agriculture. This 
remark corresponds fully with the observations made by O'Connor (1965) 
for Uganda. 
The availability of transport facilities, however, varies from 
country to country and even between regions in a given country. Never-
4 
theless as a general observation, the available supply of modern 
transport facilities (such as all-weather roads and other networks, total 
number of transport modes, and the capacity of such modes) are observed 
to be capable of meeting the total demand. By contrast, in most of the 
developing countries the modern transport facilities, if any, are not 
only inadequate but are also uneconomic propositions in view of their 
low levels of utilization. 
category of countries. 
Bangladesh can be identified in the latter 
The role of transport in the economic development of Bangladesh 
is mainly influenced by the basic national policy of domestic self-
sufficiency in agriculture. The contribution of the transport sector 
to economic development can be measured 'as a percentage of the GNP by 
several methods. These are namely, (1) comparing the growth rates in 
total output and in freight traffic, (ii) by analysing total consump tion 
rates and travel consumption rates, and (iii) comparing total investment 
volume and transport investment and their outputs' (United Nations 1970, 
p. 6) • In the following section a brief review of available literature 
and a report on the main findi.ngs of empirical works relevant to the 
present study is attempted. 
1.2 Summary of the Relevant Empirical Studies 
Several studies have been undertaken in recent years by 
transport researchers on the analysis of urban transportation aspects, 
e.g., transit time, choice of mode for travelling to working place, the 
economies of transport and so on. However, very few studies have 
attempted to measure the effect of rural transportatio~ networks on the 
economy, particularly their important role in the movement of agricul-
tural commodities from the rural producing centres to urban or semi-
urban consuming centres. Therefore, this section will summarise the 
main research findings of transportation studies which particularly 
relate to the economic development of the agricultural and rural based 
economies. 
To recall, it is generally accepted that a certain minimum 
amount of traditional transport fac ilities exists in peasant economies, 
such as shoulder load or head load and even animal driven carts. Also, 
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it is usually implied that to allow for the overall development of the 
rural sector a certain leve l of appropriate modern transport development -
among other factors - is absolutely essential. However, as mentioned 
above, there is no general agreement on the necessary capacity of such 
transport development, the timing of its initiation, its form or 
relationships with other sectors of the economy. Undoubtedly, these 
are factors that vary from country to country and region to region and 
it is not feasible to make a blanket r ecommendation . Nevertheless, 
several empirical studies on rural road development have revealed that 
there is a clear relationship between growth of GNP and an index of 
mobility which expresses the quality of existing transport systems 
(OWen 1964). 
Voigt (1960) clearly indicated the proportional relationship 
between transport expansion and general economic development. He 
particularly emphasized the long run effects of the transport system as 
a whole and of the various transport modes on the regional structure of 
a national economy, that is, the specific forces of transpor~ on the 
formation of an economic structure. In view of the results arrived 
at, Voigt concluded that a developing country should artificially 
increase the quality of its transport sector beyond its apparent present 
needs. He maintained that this would provide the required base for the 
initiation of a balanced market-oriented development process of all the 
economic sectors in the future. Otherwise, if it was left to the free 
market forces, the self-dynamism of the effects of the transport sector 
will continually further increase regional imbalances and create serious 
dangers (Voigt 1960). 
O.V. Filho (1973) in his doctoral dissertation concluded that 
road improvement had an important effect on Brazil's economy and was a 
stimulus to the agricultural sector. Road improvement appeared to 
cause an increase in agricultural output both in the crop and livestock 
sectors of the study region . Transportation services and facilities 
were also found to have an important role in location decisions. When 
the plant managers in the study area were asked to list their primary 
attractions to the study region, they ranked highly the availability of 
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transp ort services together with expanding markets. 
In Thailand , the Friendship Highway transformed partially 
used jungle land along its hundred mile route into highly productive 
and prosperous farms. The production of sugarcane, vegetables, 
banana, and other fruits increased to the extent of 300 per cent. The 
362 kilometres Korat-Nongkai Highway in the northern part of Thailand 
proved its value in generating economic and social progress. The 
travel time from Bangkok to the border has been reduce d from almost two 
days to less than nine hours. Thailand's largest jute mill, located 
in Korat, has begun to purchase large quantities of fibre from the area 
of the new road, a procedure economically unfeasible before (United 
Nations 1967). 
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In a study of the transport and communication sector In India, 
Owen (1968) discussed in detail the impact the transport sector had on 
the Indian economy both in t he rural and urban areas. The study mainly 
documented the impact of village isolation on agricultural conditions in 
Uttar Pradesh . This state of 90 million people in the Gangetic Plain 
is a farming area of high potential that suffers from low productivity. 
Although about one-third of India's wheat is grown in this state, it is 
still a food deficit area. This is despite its endowment with good 
soil and the availability of substantial ground water resources. The 
reasons given for the backward state of agriculture are the abs e nce of 
sufficient tube-wells for irrigation, the short supply of inputs and 
the lack of credit f acilities. Poor and inadequate road conditions in 
Uttar Pradesh are b e lieved to be important factors in the lack of tube-
wells, shortages of fertilizer, backward agricultural techniques and 
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failure to produce more remunerative crops for market. Access to 
market is not simply a matter of road condition, however, but also 
of distance to be travelled. For example, of the villages in uttar 
Pradesh with no road, 46 per cent are 5 to 10 miles from an important 
market, and 21 per cent are more than 10 miles away (Owen 1968). In 
contrast, what happens when rural transport is improved has been 
demonstrated by the village of Wazirpur in Gargoan District, Haryana, 
where a 12 foot tarred road has brought about signif'cant chnn es . 
Prior to completion of the road, it was possible for the village to 
obtain cash from outside twice a year at harve st time. Now, cash is 
entering the village daily through the sale of vegetables (Owen 1968). 
The new road has also added to village income by increasing the volume 
of milk supplied to neighbouring towns. Farmers state that the cost 
of fertilizer is greatly reduced when it is possible for delivery to be 
made over a hard surface road. 
The range of economlC and social benefits created by improved 
rural transport is illustrated by another study in India (Government of 
India 1959). Before construction of the 20 mile Ramnad-Mandapam Road 
in Madras, mechanized road transport was totally absent in the towns of 
Ramnad and Mandapam. This study showed that the provision of a road 
not only gives impetus to the growth of regional agriculture and in-
dustries but also facilitates the import of such items as toilet goods, 
soap, cigarettes, sweets, cold drinks , snuff and fruits which were not 
in demand before the construction of t he road . Other studies on rural 
transport in India also showed similar results . in achieving social and 
economic benefits from the improved rural road network (Chandra 1972; 
Puttaswamaiah 1972) . 
Finally, a study conducted by Marion W. Ward in New Guinea 
on roads and regional development concluded that even the low-quality 
road networks have an important effect in lowering significantl y the 
transport costs of both the outward shipment of agricultural products 
and the inward shipment of general cargoes. The people of the study 
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region have gained not only through the lower transport costs but also 
in the greater reliability of transport and the reduced risk of damage 
and deterioration to their products . The movement of people from the 
rural areas to urban centres and vice versa will be increased sub-
stantially over the next few years and hence also the dissemination of 
knowledge about other places and people and of ideas and innovations 
(Ward 1975) . 
The following countries afford good examples of benefits from 
a rural road network. In Nepal the construction of the Sonauli-
Pokhara Highway changed the cropping pattern of Pokhara Valley and in-
creased the use of fertilizer. Families within the area which is 
suitable for growing Mexican-type wheat consume 2.5 to 5 times more 
wheat per capita than the other areas. This type of wheat was intro-
duced into the valley five years prlor to the reference study and has 
almost completely replaced mustard, their traditional crop. Also, it 
was projected that fertilizer use will be increased from a total of 3 
tons of nutrients in 1968 to 182 tons in 1978. In 1978, 129 tons of 
nitrogen, 40 tons of phosphorus and 1 3 tons of potassium will be needed 
to achieve the production target (Schroeder and Sisler 1970) . In 
Bolivia it was found that construction of rural roads has eliminated the 
need for costly rice imports, while in Costa Rica meat production in-
creased many times over with the building of- all - weather rural roads 
(United Nations 1972). 
The above findings shed light on the fact that developed 
countries like Australia, Canada, U.S.A. and U.K. give high priority 
to connecting large commercial farms with the consuming urban and 
exporting centres. Several noteworthy research studies in the field 
of transport in these countries are Webb and McMaster (1975), 
Tyrchniewiez (1974), u.S. Department of Agriculture (1973 ) and Rural 
Transport and Country Planning Seminar (1977). These studies were 
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mainly undertaken from two standpoints. Firstly, fro~ the producers' 
point of view where the objective is to move agricultural commodities 
from the farms to export positions at the lowest possible cost. 
Secondly, from the transport industry 's point of view where it becomes 
important to have some concept of the future and what an efficient 
commodity handling system should be, since the industry is faced with 
capital expenditure of millions of dollars. (Tyrchniewicz and Tangri 
1968.) 
From the above summary of the maln findings of empirical 
research relevant to the present study, it is apparent that the develop-
ment of a well-planned transportation system is one of the basic factors 
contributing directly to rural development as a whole. At the national 
level, it facilitates effective utilization and motivation of manpower 
and resources and access to land. Furthermore, it makes the rural 
areas accessible to newly developing industries, increases employment 
opportunities and promotes balanced regional development. At the 
sectoral level, its relation with agriculture has also been substantially 
acknowledged. Finally, at the micro lev~l, increased productivity on 
11 
farms depends heavily on the use of modern production inputs, and on 
the ease with which the final product can be moved to consumers. I n 
other words, since commercial agriculture utilizes f ertilizers, 
pesticides, tools and equipment, the latest scientific knowledge and 
so on, it needs appropriate transportation systems as a conveyor. 
Their condition will have a marked influence on the final outcome. 
Although improved transportation alone may not be sufficien t to inc rease 
agricultural output, its neglect can nullify all other me asur e s desi gn ed 
to increase farm productivity. 
1 1 . 3 Transportation Systems in Bangladesh 
The difficulty of access or movement of people and freight lS 
the prlmary obstacle in the way of development in rural Bangladesh. 
Historically, rivers have been of greater importance than r oads and 
railroads in the movement of goods in Bangladesh. However, the seasonal 
nature of river flows and depth of canals create major prob l e ms in using 
rlvers for transporting goods t h roughout the year. In t he dry months, 
transportation becomes extremely difficult because t h e r ivers and canals 
dry up during that period, although the situation i s s lightly better 
during the monsoon. The wors t conditions are dur ing the months of 
transition between the dry seaso n and the monsoon when most areas become 
inaccessible even on foot. 
1.3.1 Roads: 
By 1969, there were approximately 2,3 88 miles of metalled 
1 Due to unavailability of data r e lating t o modes o f transportation, 
this section concentrate s o nly on networks . 
I 
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roads compared with 550 mile s in 1958. Almost half of these roads 
have been built since 1960. In addition to metalled roads there are 
some 25,000 miles of major unmetalled roads in Bangladesh (USAID 1968). 
Since independence in 1971, no major road building projects have been 
undertaken in the country. Some new rural roads are now being con-
structed, through the UN Aid agreement "Food for Works Programme" but 
the funds are mainly appropriated for the maintenance of previously 
! built link dirt roads in the village areas. This programme is pro-
viding employment opportunities for many landless labourers and surplus 
agricultural labourers in rural Bangladesh. 
1.3.2 Rail Tracks: 
The Bangladesh Railways, a government concern , operates all 
railway lines in Bangladesh. There are 1,712 miles of railway track 
in the country of which 546 miles is broad gauge (5 feet 6 inches) track 
and 1,166 of meter-gauge (3 feet 3/8 inches) track. The meter-gauge 
: connects the Chittagong Port facilities with Dacca and most major 
markets. The broad-gauge lines are confined to the western section of 
the coun·try. Arbitrarily, it can be considered that the Bangladesh rail 
roads adequately serve some 17,000 square miles, that lS, 5 miles each 
side of the track (Rashid 1967) . If this is the situation, then it 
leaves two-thirds of the country's land with inadequate rail services. 
1.3.3 Inland Water Transport: 
The Inland Water Transport Authority (IWTA) estimates that 
there are 2,500 miles of navigable streams in the dry season and 5,000 
miles during the rainy season. In all it lS estimated t hat the r e 
are 15 , 000 miles of navigable streams, 4,000 miles navigable by 
country boats with a cargo capacity of four tons or more and 11, 000 
miles suitable for smaller boats. Approximately 2 , 00 0 mi l es are 
navigable by large paddle-wheel steamers (USAID 1969) . Most of the 
rivers and canals are not navigable round the year. This look at 
the existing transportation network indicates that the country has a 
long way to go to reach the goal of developing an adequate t ransport 
system for its rural economy. 
1 . 4 The Problem and Scope of the Study 
economy . 
Transportation is a significant productive activity In t he 
As a production process it creates 'place utility ' in t he 
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product for the ultimate user . Therefore , the overall s uccess of the 
efforts by the Bangladesh economy to push up the rate of g r owth of i ts 
agriculture and exports of cash crops depends to a large e x t e n t upon the 
efficiency of the rural transp ort system in creating place u t ility. 
Such place utility of products must be created at the mi nimum possible 
total transport cost. In addition, from the preceding section it 
becomes evident that the Bang ladesh economy still doe s not invest 
heavily in either modernizing o r expanding its rural t ranspor t sector. 
This implies that the gap between rural transport supply and its demand, 
i . e ., in relation to the type and volume of traff i c generated by the 
projected development of a gri c u l tural sector , wi l l increase through time. 
Moreover , with t he int r oduction of p lans for economic develop-
ment, the study of all mode s of transport a ssumes special significance. 
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This is so because as indicated above, inland water ways occupy an 
important place in the modes of transport in Bangladesh. As time 
goes on , the condition of the rivers and canals for the movement of 
people and goods is becoming deplorable because of inadequate water 
flows and lack of depth in the dry season . To overcome this problem, 
farm/market transportation of produce and modern production technology 
inputs have been accomplished through the use of small country boats. 
However , even this device becomes unreliable during the winter drought 
and summer rains . The transition period between these two seasons is 
particularly critical for receiving the modern inputs and this might 
be one of the reasons why Bangladesh is a country of low agricultural 
productivity despite its very fertile soil . 
Hence, road building seems at present to be a must for the 
movement of people and goods in the country . That is, road systems 
are regarded to be Bangladeshis economic arteries and, along with the 
other modes, are possibly the most important form of infrastructure 
for both the industrial and agricultural sectors. However, road 
building presents a dilemma to Bangladesh since it is conditioned by 
its pecu.liar geographical terrain. That lS, it is mostly a very flat 
delta through which a large number of rlvers, canals, criss-crossing 
creeks and other water courses flow throughout the year. This topo-
graphical nature of Bangladesh favours inland water transport systems. 
As a matter of fact until recently 80 per cent of farms in Bangladesh 
had no direct access to all-weather roads. 
Therefore, provlslon of an appropriate transport system is 
long overdue for potential agricultural development in the country. 
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Failing this, at least a solid rural-urban link is essential at the 
moment. Unless this link is strengthened, food shortages of a high 
magnitude will continue to occur. In this regard, only a scientific 
study can help to find out objectively whether rural transport systems 
have any effect on the production and marketing of the growers' product. 
It is believed that this study will not only be useful from an academic 
and theoretical point of view, but should also have practical useful-
ness . The results of the study may be used as a basis for further 
studies and as a guideline for the formation of policies for the future 
development of rural transportation systems in Bangladesh. 
1.5 Objectives of the study 
The main purpose of this study is to determine to what extent 
social scientists can answer the questions of whether, how and by how 
much transportation affects regional development and more particularly, 
how rural feeder roads can help in promoting new agricultural production 
in a region. The feeder road services are associated with the linking 
of primary producing areas with the consuming centres or other highways. 
In effect this is a form of trans-shipment during a through-movement of 
goods from origin to final destination. 
Accepting the important possible role which the existence of 
an appropriate and adequate transport system can play·in the" process of 
development, this study's objectives are specifically: 
(1) to develop a methodo logy for measuring the 
economic and social benefits of an improved 
rural road network in one region as contrasted 
to a region havi.ng relatively poor rural 
feeder roads. Particular attention will 
be given to measuring changes in volume, 
costs and type of transport modes used; 
(2) to estimate the influence of transport costs 
within the region to permit increased 
specialization and commercialisation of 
agriculture; and 
(3) to better understand the role of improved 
rural road networks on the development of 
the agricultural sector of a regional economy 
and to learn more about the process by which 
investments of this kind affect the agricultural 
sector. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THEORETICAL BASIS AND RECENT METHODOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS 
The starting point of any empirical transportation study is 
to postulate the hypothesis to be tested. Such postulation must be based 
on existing relevant theory. For instance, prior to recommending the 
provision of a modern transportation system, it is necessary to estab-
lish whether the market for transport services is a deficient, surplus 
or an appropriate one. The need to determine which sort of market 
exists is of major importance due to two factors. These are namely: 
(i) provision of transportation systems requires heavy capital invest-
ment which will either be wasted or unwarranted if the market is a sur-
plus or an adequate one respectively; and (ii) depending on the type 
of market, the Government can determine the 'cost-recovery' percentage, 
i.e., more than 100 per cent, exactly 100 per cent or less than 100 per 
cent of the cost incurred if the market was deemed to be a surplus, an 
adequate or a deficient market respectively. 
Assuming that the market for transport serVlces is a deficient 
one, the second question that needs to be answered is what form of 
transportation mode and routes are the most economical ones in Vlew of 
the local conditions, available resources, expected volume and flows 
of demand, etc. Here , two types of analyses become essential. 
Firstly, the cost aspects relating to the different transportation 
modes need to be estimated. The second type of analysis required 
relates to determining the optimal transportation flows between the 
given production and consumption areas . 
In view of the above, we will attempt in this chapter to 
review th~ theoretical basis of this study and outline the recent 
methodological developments In general terms. 
2.1 The Theory of Transportation and Development 
l8 
The theoretical relationship between transportation and 
regional economic developmen t can be determined by two applications of 
international trade theory. The first one deals with the idea that the 
growth of a region is directly dependent on the strength of its exchanges 
of commodities with other regions. The second application relates to 
the fusion of trade and location theories and permits an analysis of 
the mechanism of interregional flows of goods and commodities when the 
transportation cost is considered as dependent variable (Kraft, Meyer 
and Valette 1971). Both of these applications are briefly outlined below. 
2.1.1 Base Theory: A Simplistic Approach 
Economic base theory can be considered as the first element 
of a the0ry of transportation and development. The doctrine postulates 
that the growth of a small area is directly determined by its ability to 
market its products and services outside its boundaries. This actually 
emphasises the export sector of the region and implies that it lS the 
only source of expanding the Slze of the economy. The theory has been 
critically reviewed and discussed with the underlying concepts by 
Andrews (1956) and Blumenfeld (1955). 
Blumenfeld specifically challeng~d the causative assumption 
that it is the export sector that determines the economy as a whole. 
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He argued that what determines the export sector is the region's 
competitive position vis-a-vis other regions. Furthermore, what deter-
mines the competitive position of a region is the quality of the serVlce 
sector. Therefore he argued that what determines the economy as a 
whole is the service sector, rather than the export sector. Now the 
question automatically arises: what determines the quality of the 
service sector? The quality of the service sector can be determined 
by the quantity of the export sectors which in turn can be determined 
by the quality of the service sector. Therefore Blumen~eld's argument 
is complementary to economic base theory rather than contradictory 
(Tieboat 1965) . 
In view of base theory, the role of transportation can be 
analysed as follows. Transportation systems provide the interregional 
geographical connections on which the flows of production inputs, 
marketed and export goods are channelled. With this perspective, the 
demand for transportation facilities is a derived demand. That is, 
such a facility or service lS wanted not for itself alone but for 
the utility it will impart to a commodity. It lS the nature of the 
basic sector which determines the geographical directions of the 
transportation links, e.g. from production centres to markets, and 
also the appropriate choice, coordination and combination of 
different modes (Kraft, Meyer and Valette 1971). 
The applicability of base theory is, however , limited. First , 
the base theory can only describe the role of transportation but not 
evaluate it economically. Secondly, the theory is limited in g eneral 
by its descriptive rather than analytical nature. Finally, this theory 
has little application to the problems of those underdeveloped regions 
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which are characterised among other things, by an inability to develop 
an export base (Kraft, Meyer and Valette 1971). 
2.1.2 Trade Theory 
Trade theory's basic theorem was first enunciated by David 
Ricardo (1963, original 1817) in the early part of the nineteenth 
century and applied to interregional trade by Ohlin (1933). Ricardo's 
model is simple: it involves two nations or regions and two commodities. 
The two areas will exchange the commodities in which they have d~rived 
relative comparative advantage. In the international perspective, com- · 
parative advantage refers to the relatively greater efficiency that 
one nation or region has over another in producing' a commodity when the 
price of such a commodity is expressed in terms of the other commo-
dities that a nation or region can produce (Samuelson 1970 and Heller 
1973) . 
However, Ricardo gave credence to the labour theory of value 
In describing the comparative cost theory, which holds that there is 
one prod~ction factor which is important as far as the value of a commo-
dity is concerned; that is, labour. The output per unit of labour input 
is assumed to be constant over all relevant ranges of the production 
function. It may be helpful at this stage to illustrate a simple 
example of Ricardo's theory of comparative cost below . 
possible physical output of rlce and j ute per unit of input : 
Region A 
Region B 
Rice 
100 
200 
Jute 
50 
150 
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If the two regions do not trade with each othe r, t he domestic 
exchange ratios of the two regions in rice and jute wi l l be as follows : 
Region A 
Region B 
1 rlce = .50 jute 
1 rlce = .75 jute 
The physical exchange ratios that will be established a c c urat ely r e flec t 
the relative amounts of labour used in the production of rice and jute 
in the two regions. The labourers of region A are able to produce 
I 
exactly twice as much rice as jute; thus each unit of jut e a c tually 
produced embodies twice the amount of labour embodied in a unit of rice, 
and each unit of jute will , therefore , be twice as valuable a s a unit 
of rice. 
In the above example, it is clear that region A can produce 
absolutely less of both commodities than region B. Yet, region A has 
a comparative advantage in the production of rice. For e a ch a dditional 
unit of rice produced , region A has to give up only .50 units of jute. 
In the case of region B, .75 units of jute n eed to b e given up for the 
production of one unit of rice. 
If the two regions e ng age ln interre gional t rade , region A 
will be able to exchange one unit of ric e ln reg lon B for .75 units of 
jute, instead of t he .50 units t hat can b e p rodu c ed domestically. Thus, 
interregional trade faciliti e s will p rovide o ppor tunities to region A 
to obtain an additional . 25 units o f j ute t hrough the exchange of rice. 
As a conse que nce , it will b e t o r e gion A's advantage to import jute 
from region B in exchange for rice . The reverse argument applies to 
region B. That is, jute farme rs c an e xcha nge one unit of jute against 
one-and-a- third units of ric e dome sticall y , or can obtain t wo units of 
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rice In reglon A. Therefore,region A will tend to export rlce and 
import ju~e, while region B will tend to export jute and import rlce. 
The above argument determines the direction of interregional 
or international trade resulting in increased output from given 
resources in both regions. Recently, Heller (1973) stated that, 
'A country or region tends to export the commodity whose relative cost 
(to the other commodity) or comparative cost of production is lower 
than it lS In the other country'. 
In the interregional context, comparative advantage implies 
the existence of absolute price differentials between different locations. 
Once transportation costs are introduced into trade theory, the rela-
tionship between transportation and growth can be analysed and most 
theorems of commodity flows can be derived. What determines the flows 
of the commodity of a region in terms of volume and direction is its 
efficiency In producing and distributing its produce at an advantage 
over other regions . Comparative advantage therefore can be considered 
as the resulting force of two components : a production advantage and 
a transportation advantage. A trade model was constructed by Kraft, 
Meyer and Valette (1971) I illustrating the interplay between these two 
elements. Conceptually, the model states that the superimposition of 
transportation differentials over production differentials will tend to 
specialise a region in production. For example, 
p. + T. < p. + T. (1) l l J J 
or p < [p. + (T. - T.)] ( 2 ) l J J l 
or p, -" p. < T. - T. ( 3 ) l J J l 
where P. and P. represent costs of production In reglons i and j and 
l ] 
T. and T . . represent transportation costs from regions i and j to the 
l J 
market place. In the absence of transportation costs, each region 
would specialise In the production of commodities for which P. < P .. 
l ] 
The nature of regional specialisation is dependent on the cost 
structure of the interregional transportation system. It is clear 
from the inequality (3) that a . transportation advantage or disadvan-
tage (T. - . T.) can reinforce, cancel out or reverse a production 
J l 
advantage (P. - P.). 
l ] 
In other words, the role of trans.portation in 
economic development consists of providing a region with an economic 
advantage relative to other regions, enabling it to obtain a larger 
share of the national demand for certain products. 
The effect of changes in transportation costs on the inter-
regional distribution of activities can be illustrated b y a simple 
example . In Figure 2.1 , the regions Mymensingh and Tangail are the 
main jute producing areas In Bangladesh . The industrial town Nara-
yangon] lS the largest raw jute consuming centre where the country's 
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biggest jute mills are located. In Tangail and Mymensingh, jute grows 
throughout the whole district. But the largest shipments take place 
from the district towns' assembling centres. Let it be assumed that 
the production cost per maund of jute is Tk 50 at Tangail and Tk 45 
in Mymensingh . Clearly here, Mymensingh has a production advantage 
over Tangail in growlng jute. For both regions the Dacca-Tangail-
Mymensingh trunk road connects the assembly centres to the Narayangonj 
market. Transportation costs are high in the case of Mymensingh. 
Further , assume that it costs Tk 10 to move one maund of jute from 
Mymensingh to Narayangonj and Tk 5 from Tangail to Narayangonj, 
J 
FIGURE 2.1 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE 
T 
/ 
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although the direct handling distance between Tangail and Narayangonj, 
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and Mymensingh and Narayangonj is almost equal . As the same trunk road 
connects both the regions with Narayangonj market, the distance in the 
case of Mymensingh is longer and causes higher transport costs than 
those from Tangail . The high transport cost incurred by the Mymensingh 
reglon equalises the production advantage between Tangail and Mymensingh, 
giving the two regions equal opportunity to compete with each other in 
production. This is because at Narayangonj market the products of both 
regions will sell for the same price, Tk 55, assuming no quality 
difference. 
It appears from the example that Mymensingh has got the pro-
duction advantage over Tangail and Tangail has got the transportation 
advantage over Mymensingh . The Mymensingh region will gain transporta-
tion advantage too when the newly constructed Dacca-Mymensingh (straight 
line) road comes into operation and is ex~ected to cut transportation 
costs by half . In that case , the equal opportunity or comparative 
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advantage of Tangail to produce jute will be destroyed and Myrnensingh 
will gain . comparative advantage over Tangail to grow jute since at 
the market its product will be cheaper (Tk 50 vs Tk 55). This simplistic 
example permits us to derive a conclusion about how a comparative 
advantage, in terms of the cost of both production and transportation, 
of a region over others facilitates the growers' specialisation of 
cropping. 
2.1.3 Location Theory 
The agricultural location theory was first coined by von T~unen 
ln 1826 and takes into account these two types of costs. Consequently, 
rent differentials occupy a central position in the theory. Market 
prices for agricultural products are determined at national central 
points, i.e. markets, by the interaction of both supply and demand forces. 
The net prlce received by farmers some distance from the central points 
is the market price less transport costs, which vary directly with dis-
tance from the market. Differential returns to farmers with respect 
to distance from the market create a pattern of locational rents, which 
are equal to the difference between value of sales (net of transport 
costs) and direct outlays on labour and capital, on a per hectare basis 
(Katzman 1975). Presumably, at some distance from market, transporta-
tion costs are so high that net sales equal direct expenditures and 
locational rent equals zero. Beyond this point, commercialisation of 
the crop becomes unfeasible and any settler must lapse into subsistence 
economy. 
In other words , ln the case of commercial agricultural enter-
prlses, it is critical to investigate the substitution relation between 
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rent outlays and transport outlays . That lS, the decisions of a farm 
operator ~egarding: (a) the location of his enterprise (in terms of 
distance from the market); (b) product(s) to be cultivated; (c) 
factor proportion to be used; and (d) intensity of production, are 
interrelated (Dunn 1956). Isard demonstrated graphically the 
possible interactions between these factors (Sanguireti 1971). 
2.1.4 Demand Theory 
Perle (1969) introduced explicitly a new dimension into trans-
portation studies, i.e. demand analysis. The theory of demand explains 
the behaviour of consumers in the market place. It is particularly con-
cerned with the process by which consumers make choices from a range of 
available commodities on the market at a given point of time (Wold and 
Jureen 1953). With the help of demand theory, the following transport 
demand analyses are feasible: 
(a) aggregate transport demand for all commodities ln 
the country; 
(b) transport demand for the nation by maJor 
commodity groups; 
(c) total regional transport demand; and 
(d) individual region commodity combination analysis. 
That lS, the maJor aspect of transport demand analysis involves 
the estimation of the elasticity and cross elasticity of demand with 
respect to prices and quality of service characteristics of the trans-
port modes. Unfortunately, these aspects cannot be included in the 
present study due to both data limitations and a time constraint . 
2.1.5 Social Fact ors and Marke t Equilibrium 
Several points become evident from the review of the theo-
retical framework given above. First, both base and trade, t heories 
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are based on the assumption that adequate transportation services do 
exist . Secondly, although trade theory represents a further improve-
ment over base theory , it does not give due emphasis to t he determina-
tion of structure of transport costs. Thirdly, either market/money 
supply or demand forces is explicitly taken into account. The value 
of a transport system for the nation as a whole depends, however, on 
both social demand and supply concepts . This is because society incurs 
costs and recelves benefits from transport networks which are in non-
pecunlary or intangible forms. These social costs and benefits are 
additional to those which are valued financially by market activities. 
Furthermore , they may be either positive or negative, e.g. improved 
communication , air pollution and so on. Hence , the appropriate fonn 
and the level of operation of transport services determined by social 
demand and supply forces may be quite different from those which would 
be derived by strict commercial activities (B T B 1977). 
Although it is admitted that quantifying and estimating these 
e xternalities is rather difficult, the author draws attention to the 
implicit assumption implied in the majority of rura l transportation 
studies. That is, the externalities on both the demand and supply 
sides are positive or at least their n et effect will be positive and 
hence the market is a deficient one. Such an implicit assumption may 
or may not be true. This will result in the market being a deficient, 
an adequate, or even an excess one. These t·hree types of markets will 
be briefly illustrated below. 
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To simplify the exposition, let it be assumed t hat there i s 
only one .externality on both the supply and demand sides. Also, let 
it be assumed that the supply externality is negative while that of 
the demand is positive. In Figure 2.2, below, the variable s a r e: 
D = 
s 
Demand ( social factors included) 
D = Demand (in monetary terms) 
m 
S ::l Supply (social f actors included) 
s 
S = Supply (in monetary terms) 
m 
P = Price (mone y plus satisfaction) 
s 
P = Price (money only) 
m 
qs = Quantity (social factors included) 
and ~ = Quantity (in monetary terms) 
From the illustrations ln Figure 2.2, it would be possible t o de t ermi ne 
the equilibrium points of demand and supply of monetary and s ocial 
factors for a deficient, appropriate and excess transport market t o 
determine the percentage of co s t recovery . Figure 2. 2 (a) indicates 
that the particular levels o f externalities dictating t he supply of 
transport services derived from monetary market cond itions is rather 
less than that which would be e ncountered if the externalities were 
included. The market could t hus b e regarded as ' defic ient ' . Here, 
investment by public authorities would be warran t ed and less than full 
cost recovery would be applied. 
In Figure 2.2(b), t he mon etary and social equilibrium con-
ditions result in an identical quantity of t ran sport. In this situa-
tion, if a transport ne twork was undertake n .by a publ ic authority, then 
full cost recovery would be warrante d. 
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Figure 2.2(c) shows a situation in which the quantity under 
social equilibrium exceeds that under monetary equilibrium. This could 
be regarded as an 'excess' market, i.e. unwarranted investment, and 
would be an appropriate situation in which to apply greater than full 
cost recovery . 
2 . 2 Recent Methodological Developments 
The methodology to be used in empirical investigations depends -
among other things-on the theoretical basis of the study, the working 
hypotheses, and the nature of available data. It is safe to say that 
up to the mid 1950s, regression analysis was the main tool of analysis 
used in empirical work to estimate supply and demand. However, since 
that time two additional techniques have come to the fore. Broadly 
speaking, these are mathematical programming techniques and cost-benefit 
analysis . Each of these techniques will be commented upon briefly below. 
2.2.1 Spatial Equilibrium Models 
The application of mathematical programming models to agr i-
cultural planning, policy, resource use and spatial analysis was lnl-
tiated in 1955 (Heady and Srivastava 1975). In the field of trans-
portation, linear programming models are designed to manage a simpl e 
operation in view of certain objectives. That is, minimisation of 
transport cost at glven supply and demand conditions in different 
locations . Spatial equilibrium models, sometimes referred to as 
interregional programming, allows conditions and elasticitie s of both 
supply and demand to change. 
FIG{) RE 2.2 
THE EFFECTS OF SOCIAL AND MONETARY SUPPLIES AND DEMANDS ON 
(a) 
MARKET EQUILIBRIUM OF TRANSPORT SERVICES 
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The principles underlying mathematical prograrnrnlng are simple 
but the mathematical structu re of the models can become complex. 
Furthermore , data requirements are larger. Nevertheless, several linear 
transportation models have been conceptualised for both developed and 
developing countries . Many authors, researchers and experts of this 
field have examined the advantages and the disadvantages of these models 
(Kraft , Meyer and Valette 1971). 
2.2 . 2 Resource Scheduling; Network Analysis 
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studies of movements and flows of people and freight continue 
to provide an important avenue of research in the field of t :cansportation 
economics . Network analysis is the name given by the British Railways 
to a variety of project planning techniques recently deve loped to 
improve forward planning of projects (Saad 1978). Its primary all11. is 
to programme and monitor the progress of a project so that it lS com-
pleted in the minimum time at minimum cost. 
A particular type of network analysis is available to deter-
mlne the· optimal transportation patterns of goods; developed by 
Fulkerson , it lS named the out-of-kilter algorithm (Fulkerson 1961). 
The algorithm lS particularly suited to sorting a sequence of flow 
problems which differ only slightly from each other. While the linear 
programming and network flow analysis approach appears to be an import-
ant tool In investigating the impact of transportation programmes, use 
of these has some practical limitations too. 
2 . 2.3 Simulation Models 
In the macrolevel studies, simulation models are conceptually 
and practically more promising than other models for analysing the 
impact of. transport investme nts because of their comprehensiveness. 
They can encompass many sectors, regions and modes of activity , and 
may include a large number, of variables such as prices of commodities , 
factor costs and profits of each region and so on. However, the use 
of the technique depends on the diversity and sphere of the problem 
(Kraft , Meyer and Valette 1971). 
2.2 . 4 Benefit-Cost Techniques 
The basic method of economlC evaluation of a project, either 
agricultural or transport, lS the benefit-cost technique through which 
measurement of economlC costs and benefits determines whether the net 
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benefits are at least as great as those obtainable from other marginal 
investment opportunities in a particular country or region (Adler 1967). 
For instance , the order of magnitude of the increase in regional income 
induced by a transport investment, e.g. a newly constructed road, can 
be analysed by benefit-cost technique. 
Measurement of the economlC costs of such an investment is 
possibly easier than measuring its economic benef its . The economlC 
costs can be measured by making adjustments In the actual expenses to 
the extent that they do not adequately reflect real economic costs. 
Such adjustments are possible by using shadow pricing techniques. 
Measuring the economic benefits of road investment is rather more 
difficult than measuring economic costs (Adler 1967). An economic 
benefit such as an increase in regional lncome is direct and can be 
expressed In terms of money, but the increased comfort and convenlence 
from an improved road are difficult to express In monetary terms Slnce 
there are . no market prices for such benefits. 
The economic benefits directly achieved by increasing 
regional income can be determined as below. The improved road system 
In a region reduces the total cost of production due to the reduction 
In movement costs. Farmers can increase profits even if prices remain 
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the same due to the decrease in the cost of production. On the other 
hand, even if prices fall, the region gains competitive advantage over 
others in the market due to its improved transportation system. 
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CHAPTER 3 
FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
Chapter 1 indicates that, 'how agriculture goes, so goes the 
economy of Bangladesh'. It also suggests that the provision of an 
appropriate rural transportation system will be beneficial in achieving 
the objectives of growth and development. This, in turn, defined broadly 
the objectives of the present study. Chapter 2 summarises the theoretical 
framework and the recent methodological developments in the field of 
transport economics. In this chapter we turn our focus to the present 
study ' s framework. This includes (i) the working hypotheses and methods 
of analysis, (ii) the study area, (iii) the survey, and (iv) the maln 
agro-economic characteristics of the two study regions. 
3.1 Working Hypotheses and Methods of Analysis 
Two maln axioms form the basis of the present study. Here, 
it is postulated that two factors are necessary for regional economic 
development and commercialisation of agriculture. These two factors 
are: 
(i) the existence of an adequate rural tr~sport network; and 
(ii) ease of access from the farms to markets with availa-
bility of alternative modes of transport at the farm 
level. 
More specifically, the following working hypothes e s can be 
formulated: that is, areas which enjoy transportation advantages over 
others: 
(a) attain relatively higher percentages of marketable 
surplus; 
(b) are able to capitalise on marke ts intelligence and 
receive relatively higher market and farm prices for 
the produce; 
(c) incur relatively lower per unit transportation cost; 
(d) achieve relatively higher net farm incomes; and 
(e) specialise in farming. 
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In order to test the validity or otherwise of the above hypo-
theses, the efficiency of the transportation system needs t o be assessed. 
This has been attempted in terms of: (i) quantity of goods hauled, 
(ii) transport costs incurred, and (iii) distance travelled by the 
different modes of transportation. To determine the relative efficiency 
of the various modes of transport, a measurement of transportation 
accessibility has been estimated. The producer surplus approach was 
adopted and a quadratic cost model was derived to gauge the cost structure 
and the economic benefits connected with improved rural road systems . 
Finally, a network planning system based on the 'Out-o f-Kilter' algo-
rithrn was utilised to determine the optimal (least-cost) grain movement 
subject .to certain parameters. These parameters relate to production, 
market location, capacity and cost of transport connected with the 
various modes. 
3.2 The Study Area and the Survey 
The contribution of appropriate transportation systems to 
economic development and growth can be gauged through comparing the 
performance of a region enjoying such facilities with another reglon 
that lacks such faciliti es . The selection of such regions and collection 
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of the r e quired primary data were undertaken by the author in collabora-
tion with members of the staff of the Bangladesh Academy for Rural 
Development (BARD), Comilla. 
The BARD conducted a survey In its laboratory area in 1972-73 
to evaluate its research and the effectiveness of cooperative actions on 
the region's rural development. The basic belief of BARD's officials 
is that ease of communication with the villagers will encourage the 
adoption of cooperative ideas. This, in turn, will motivate rural people 
to achieve the development objectives. Hence, two regiDns were pur-
posely selected in the survey. These are the Kotwali and Burichong 
Thanas. The former has relatively better transportation fac ilities 
with respect to rural networks and modes of transportation compared 
with the latter, that is, Burichong which is regarded as a control 
region. From each region, five villages were selected purposively 
keeping ln mind the objectives and hypotheses of the study. In each 
region four markets were selected ; while selecting the markets care 
was taken to ensure that farmers of at least one selected village 
generally sold their farm products in each of the markets (Table 3.1). 
Both reglons are located in a rlce grOWlng plain. The soil 
type of both regions is similar and under the same Tippara-Noakhali clay 
plain (according to B.L.C. Johnson) (Rashid 1965). The normal rainfall 
of the two areas during the whole year ranges from 80 to 90 inches 
approximately. Attention should be drawn here to an important differ-
ential characteristic of the two reglons . Kotwali region is adequately 
served by deep tube-wel l irrigation facilities . In Burichong region, 
low lift pump machines are mainly used for irrigation purposes in the 
villages located around the river Gumuti and its feeder canals. It is 
TABLE 3.1 
LIST OF SAMPLE VILLAGES AND MARKETS 
1. Samp l e Village s: 
Thana 
Kotwali (PI) Sreekamta (P2) 
(P 3 ) Sreemantapur (p 4) 
, 
Bur ichong (P I) Kakiarchar (P2 ) 
(P3 ) Metholma (P4) 
2 . Samp l e Markets : Markets 
Than a 
Key 
Kotwali 
Laksham 
Burichong 
Debidwar 
Chand ina 
(Ll ) 
(L
3 
) 
(L
l
) 
(L
3 
) 
Champar Baz ar (L
2
) 
Rajgon j (L 4 ) 
Abedpur (L
2 
) 
Dighir p ar (L4 ) 
P. = villages of the two regions (i = 1,2,3,4 , 5) 
l 
Lj = markets of the two regions (j = 1,2,3,4) 
Villages 
Ramchandrapur 
Sreenibush 
Barair Jalam 
Abedp ur (s) 
Chawara Bazar 
Baghmara 
Bare l la 
Chand i n a 
(PS) 
(PS) 
Jorpushkuni 
Abedpur 
W 
-..l 
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assumed that this difference in the irrigation system lS deemed to be 
less impqrtant from the present study's standpoint. 
Tho rural road systems in the area were constructed by a 
government works programme during the early 1960s under the Rural Works 
Programme. As a matter of fact, Kotwali region is well furnished with 
modern infra structural facilities and its communication network is better 
developed in comparison with most of the Thanas in Bangladesh. About 15 
miles of the Dacca-Chittagong trunk road is within the boundary of the 
reglon. The road enters the Thana at the western boundary, runs to the 
east for about 8 miles, and then south for the rest of the way. Besides 
the trunk road, three other metalled roads pass through the region: 
8 miles of the Chandpur road, 5 miles of the Kotbari road and 6 miles of 
the Bibir Bazar road. All villages are connected to the metalled roads 
with linking dirt roads. The Dacca-Chittagong railway line passes 
through the middle of the Thana from north to south. Waterways are 
almost absent in the region (Rahim 1963) . 
Among the selected five villages In the reglon, two are just 
beside the metalled road and the remaining three are further away. 
However, these three villages are connected to the metalled road by 
feeder roads. Among the four markets, three are on the metalled road 
and one is connected to the metalled road by a narrow road. In the 
sample villages and markets, cycle rickshaws, bullock carts, tractors 
and trucks can easily enter for hauling purposes. 
By contrast, Burichong Thana, though located adjacent to 
Kotwali Thana, is furnished with relatively fewer rural roads and road 
transportation facilities. For instance, there is only one metalled 
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road, the Comilla-Brahmanbaria road. It runs from south to north and 
passes th~ough the Thana. But selected villages of this area are not 
connected with this road through any linking dirt roads. The Dacca-
Chittagong railway line passes through the eastern boundary line of the 
region from north to south. Water transportation is possible during the 
rainy season in the area. The river Gumuti originating in the Tippera 
State of India flows directly through the middle of the Thana which 
causes flooding in each monsoon due to heavy rainfall in the hilly 
reglons of Tippera State. However, In the dry season t?e main transport 
mode of goods is human labour (shoulder load and head load). During 
the monsoon, small b..;o man boats bec.ome the only possible mode of trans-
portation in the area. 
Among the selected five villages in the area, none is located 
beside the metalled road. Among the four sample markets, one is on the 
metalled road. Though ' this market is located on the metalled road, 
rural feeder roads are almost absent between the market and surrounding 
villages (Map 3) . 
3.3 The Two Sub-samples 
Here, agaln, the purposlve procedure was followed in selecting 
rlce farmers and traders. A total of 50 farmers of 5 from each village 
and 40 traders of 5 from each market were interviewed In the two reglons 
(Table 3.1). Farmers selected for interview were the ones with market-
able surplus in the village. The procedure for selecting traders was 
that on the weekly market day the sample traders were contacted and 
approached through some persons known to them so that they might not 
hesitate to supply data from their books of account. 
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Two separate interview schedules were used for the two groups, 
l.e. farmers and traders in the two sub-samples. This resulted in building 
case studies of farmers and traders from the selected villages and markets 
in each region. All the information collected related to the 1972-73 
production and trading 'year for rice. Finally, selected farmers and 
traders in both regions were grouped on the basis of the variables deemed 
to be important in the prese nt study. 
3.4 Relevant Agro-economic Characteristics of the study Area 
Generally speaking, these factors in the case of farmers should 
include the size of land holding, the number of land parcels as well as 
their shape and location, yield characteristi6s, the mix of different 
rice varieties, the pattern of use of the product, i.e. family consumption, 
amounts reserved as seeds, gifts and payment in kind, and the quantity 
sold or to be sold, etc. However, we will concentrate here on the size 
of land holding, pattern and intensity of cropping in the study area as 
revealed by the sample and on the volume of traders' transactions in the 
two regions. The reason for t his concentration is that these character-
istics are helpful in verifying or otherwise our postulated hypotheses. 
3.4.1 Size of Operational Land Holdings 
Size of operational hold ings is an important determinant of 
the economies of scale, income distribution, marketable surplus and 
the adoption of improved practices in agriculture. In the Kotwali 
region, among the sample growers, 56 per cent of the farmers had land 
holdings within th~ range of 0 to below 5 acres of land but in the 
Burichong region, 84 per cent of the sample growers had land holdings 
within this range. The remainder (44 per cent and 16 per cent of the 
farmers of both regions respectively) had land holdings within the 
range of 5 to below 10 acres of land. The skewness is distinctly marked 
in the latter case. 
3.4.2 Cropping Pattern 
In both reg1ons, rice is the principal crop. In the Kotwali 
region, paddy, potato and winter vegetables are the main field crops 
with paddy as the principal crop. Additionally, Boro as a winter paddy 
crop with proper irrigation facilities is cultivated as the HYV paddy 
in this area . In the Burichong region, paddy, jute and lentils are the 
main field crops. Paddy (Aus and transplanted Arnan) 1S produced as the 
principal crop. Jute comes next in importance among the crops grown 
there . 
3.4.3 Cropping Intensity 
Increasing the intensity of cropping is perhaps the major means 
of incre~sing total cropped area. However, this is mainly determined by 
the extent of irrigated area and crop rotational practices. The average 
intensity of cropping in the Kotwali and Burichong regions is 202.23 
and 183.12 per cent respectively (Table 3.2). The low intensity of the 
Burichong region is due to the low percentage of irrigated land. 
Since the percentage of intensity of cropplng is higher in the 
Kotwali reg1on, its per acre yield and total production are also higher. 
It is estimated that in the Kotwali reg10n the per acre yield 1S 31.48 
maunds while in the case of the Burichong region it is 24.69 maunds . 
TABLE 3 . 2 
CROPPING INTENSITY OF EACH SAMPLE VILLAGE IN THE TWO REGIONS 
(per cent) 
Kotwali Region Burichong Region 
Village Total Land Operation Cropping Intensity Village Total Land Cropping Operation Intensity (Acres) (%) (Acres) (%) 
Sreekamta 52.40 201.54 Kakiarchar 48.00 177.77 
Rarnchandrapur 51.00 204.00 Barair Ja1arn 45 . 50 184.21 
Sreemantap ur 41.40 200.00 Metho1rna 24.03 190.71 
Sree nibush 29 . 92 182 . 21 Abedpur (s) 26.50 182.46 
Jorp ushkuni 58.50 212.72 Abedpur 23.05 185.29 
Total 233. 22 202.23a Total 167.08 183.12a 
a ) simple average 
Source : Present study's data 
A 
I'V 
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Of the total production among sample farmers ln both areas, the former 
produced ~4 . 03 per cent and the latter produced 35.97 per cent. Again, 
of the total output of the Kotwali region, 50.52 per cent was used for 
family consumption as food intake, for seeds, wastage and for other uses 
and the rest had either been sold out or was to be sold. The situation 
in Burichong was that 56.53 per cent was used for family consumption and 
43 . 47 per cent had been sold or was to be sold. 
3.4 . 4 Volume of Traders' Transactions 
From traders' information on the transaction of rice ln both 
reglons , the traders ·of Kotwali operated on a larger amount of capital 
than the traders of Burichong. It is estimated that, of the total volume 
of transactions in the two areas, Kotwali traders operated 82.74 per 
cent while the rest was operated by the Burichong traders. The average 
operating capital invested by each trader in Kotwali was 69.64 per cent 
higher than a trader operating in Burichong. 
CHAPTER 4 
MODES OF TRANSPORT: THEIR ROLE IN REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, 
ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COST STRUCTURES 
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This chapter cons ists of five sections. The first section 
substantiates the postulated hypothesis relating to the possible effects 
an availability of transportation systems has on specialisation of 
agriculture. Since transport cost is a determining factor in intra-
regional trade, the second and third sections deal with modes of trans-
port in the study area and analyse their cost structure. Finally, this 
chapter ends with an estimation of the accessibility measures for the 
different modes and model calibration. 
4.1 General Effects of Transportation Systems on Regional 
Specialisation of Agriculture 
As a transportation system evolves it has a direct impact on 
the regional economy ln the form of specialisation. Changes ln the trans-
port linkages and flows bring about accompanying changes in the land use 
of the region. 
Figure 4.l(a) provides a simplified Vlew of the way in which 
changes in transportation systems may affect regional specialisation . 
In the diagram, the two selected regions of the study area are compared. 
In the initial stages of little or no transportation, the r egions 
Burichong (B) and Ko twali (K) are virtually isolated from each other as 
well as from all other consuming centres . As shown in the diagram , a wide 
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range of subsistence agricul tural acti vities was 'carried on in both 
reglons . . However, it has b een suggested (BARD 1972) that, in view of 
the natural conditions, region B is more suited to the production of 
jute while region K is bette r suited to rice cultivation. The first 
signs of regional specialisa tion took place in region K with the improve-
ment in transportation in t he 1960s, i.e. the building of rural road 
networks (Fig. 4.1(b)). Rice cultivation expanded in this region and 
the area of sugarcane decreased to a negligible amount. The cropping 
pattern in region B remained unchanged as no major tran.sportation 
improvements were made in the rural areas. In Figure 4.1(c), if we 
imagine hypothetically that the two regions are connected with each other 
and both reglons are linked with the port city Chittagong (C), the cul-
tivation of rice is expected to expand further in region K due to the 
new market created ln region B. At the same time, jute production is 
expected to expand ln region B because it can easily be transported to 
the port for export. The two r egions begin an interdependence, and 
their production is now complementary and at higher levels. Region K 
produces rice more cheaply than region B, so it is cheaper for B to 
pay tran~port costs on K's rlce than to grow rice itself. 
In addition to t he usual theory of supply, demand and economies 
of scale that would of course influence the preceding over-simplified 
relationships, the rol e of transport costs would be critical to the 
resulting spatial pattern of agriculture (Taaffe and Gauthier 1973). 
For example , if the cost of rice production in region K is Tk 50 a 
maund, compared with Tk 55 in region B, no trade will take place unless 
the transport cost between the two regions is less than Tk 5 per maund. 
Therefore it is possible to make an initial simplified statement about 
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the relation between transport cost, production cost and price 
differen~ials. That is, assuming no quality differences, for trade to 
take place between two points, say i and j, the transport costs, C .. , 
1J 
must not exceed production or price differentials between i and j. In 
mathematical terms, 
C .. < P. - P. 
1J J 1 (4) 
where P. and P. stand for ei~her the costs of production or prices in 
1 J 
i and J. In other words, trade may take place and regional specialisa-
tion can begin only where the above relationship is satisfied. 
4.2 The Economic Characteristics of Transport Modes 
Relationship (4) indicates the role transport cost has on 
trade and its direction. Unit transportation cost is not only deter-
mined by the available road networks. It is a function, among other 
things, of the mode used, the capital investment required, its capacity 
and level of utilisation, etc. In this section we will focus attention 
on the available modes of transport in the study area. 
Modes of transport can be described in terms of three elements. 
These are, (i) vehicle, (ii) right-of-way, and (iii) technical facilities 
(Kraft, Meyer and Valette 1971). In the study area, six methods of 
transport, ranging in technology from shoulder or head-carrying, pack 
animals, country boat, cycle rickshaw to truck and tractor are used. 
The major economic characteristics of each transport mode are cost, 
speed, capacity, divisibility of capacity and dependability. To some 
varying extent, all economic characteristics' other than costs can be 
FIGURE 4 . 1 
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® 
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Source: Taaffe and Gauthier 1973 
expressed ln money terms. Nowadays rather than cost, speed in particu-
lar plays . an increasingly irnportant part in analysis of transportation 
studies. Speed is especially important in the case of perishable commo-
dities, where an increase in speed can widen the market in just the same 
way as a decrease in transportation costs does for other commodities. 
As the commodity of interest in this study is a non-perishable good, it 
was decided to concentrate mainly on cost analysis. 
4.3 Cost Structure of Transport Modes 
Costing concepts have often been given a variety of terminol-
ogles , sometimes with similar meanings. One category generally refers 
to the actual cost of movlng the vehicle and is often termed the vehicle 
operating cost. Vehicle operating costs include the direct operating 
costs of labour, fuel, maintenance and depreciation that are associated 
directly with vehicle operations (Ahmed 1973). A second category of 
transport costs is that associated with the terminal and a third cate-
gory of costs is that related to the maintenance of way and equipment. 
A more detailed discussion of the cost concept relating to modes of 
transport is given in Appendix 1. 
unit cost of transportation does not only differ between 
modes, but also within each mode depending on the level of utilisation. 
To simplify the theoretical analysis given below, the simple index of 
cost per maund-mile will be used. This simple index can be u sed to 
determine either the optimal capacity utilisation leve l, l. e . number of 
maunds to be transported per mile or the optimal distanc e for the use 
of the different modes at sp'ecified levels of utilisation. Both these 
uses of the index of cost per maund-mile will be illustrated below. 
~ 8 
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The general pattern according to econom1C theory of the rela-
tionship ?etween volume of traffic, i.e. freight and cost per maund-mile, 
1S depicted 1n Figure 4.2 which takes into account both the fixed and 
variable costs. In this hypothetical example, the expected effect of 
the increase in vblume of traffic, i.e. level of utilisation within 
given capacities for three nndes of transportation on a given route are 
shown. These three modes are cycle rickshaw, tractor and truck. 
The lAC. curves (i = 1, 2, ) represent the particular mode's 
1 
average cost at markedly different capacities in view of the varied 
amounts of operating equipment required at each of these capacities. 
In other words, the rAC. curves are the short-run ones. On the other 
1 
hand, each of the three curves labelled LAC. (i = 1, 2, 3) represents 
1 
the long-run average cost per maund-mile for the cycle rickshaw, tractor 
and truck respectively, extending from their minimum to maximum possible 
capacities. 
'" In the short-run, when the volume of traffic is, say, Xl ' 
the sharply U-shaped lAC "' indicates that the use of the cycle rickshaw 
1 
will not be justified economically. This is because both IAC2 and LAC 2 
reflect the potential lower costs traceable to a higher capacity mode, 
i.e. tractor. Finally, LAC 3 indicates the whole capacity ranges over 
which the truck becomes cheaper as a mode of transport in relation to 
the cycle rickshaw and the tractor, that is, beyond the point where 
LAC 2 and LAC3 intersect. 
However, where a transport mode has been proposed with the 
intention of replacing another, e.g. a tractor to replace the cycle 
rickshaw, or a truck to replace a tractor, it is not sufficient to 
Co s t pe r 
Maund-Mil e 
FIGURE 4.2 
RELAT ION BETWEEN VOLUME OF TRAFFIC AND COST PER MAUND- MILE 
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l AS. '" 
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1 
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Source: Heflebower 1965. 
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merely determine its per unit cost of operation under varied sets of 
assumptiops. What is also required is an accurate assessment of optimal 
hauling distance for each of the two alternative modes. Here, the above 
analysis could be adapted to reflect the relationship between the index 
of cost per 'maund-mile' under a given set of parameters (i.e. capacity 
level of utilisation and number of maund to be hauled per mile) and 
travel distance. Break-Even Analysis is a simple technique which can be 
used for such comparisons (Waugh and Saad 1974). 
In the present study, the objective of break-even analysis will 
be to determine the minimum hauling distance at which the proposed mode 
will be more economical to the existing one. That is, the hauling dis~ 
tance at which the total costs of the proposed mode equals that of the 
one in existence. This can be expressed in symbolic terms as, 
= (5 ) 
Relationship (5) can be re-arranged as, 
FCI - FC 2 = [VC 2 - VC ] (D) 1 (6) 
FC
I - FC 2 (7) or D = VC 2 - VC 1 
where, 
FC I Fixed costs of mechanical mode, l.e. tractor 
FC 2 = Fixed costs of manually driven mode, l.e. the cycle rickshaw 
VCl Per unit variable costs of the mechanical mode 
VC 2 = Per unit variable costs of the manually driven mode 
D The minimum hauling distance at which the tractor becomes more 
economical compared with the cycle rickshaw 
An illustration of the use of break-even technique is glven 
ln Figure 4.3 showing a hypothetical example of linear tr~nsport cost 
FIGURE 4.3 
HYPOTHETICAL BREAK-EVEN POINTS FOR THREE MODES 
Total 
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structures for three modes. These are, (i) cycle rickshaw with rela-
tively low fixed costs, i.e. OAI but relatively higher per mile variable 
costs as indicated by the slope of the total cost line; (ii) tractor 
with O~2 fixed costs and lower per mile variable costs; and (iii) truck 
with OA3 as fixed and the lowest per mile variable cost. In this 
example, the hauling distances OB and OC represent the minimum distances 
for the replacement of the rickshaw by the tractor and the tractor by 
the truck respectively. That is, when the use of a tractor becomes a 
more viable economic proposition compared with the rickshaw and similarly 
when the use of a truck becomes preferable in terms of costs to that of 
a tractor. 
The above theoretical discussion leads to the conclusion that 
the economic characteristics of the different modes - especially costs 
in the present study - determine their relative value in satisfying the 
various sorts of transportation demand. Hence, in the following sub-
sections the freight charges for each mode of transport operated will be 
considered. These are closely related to the costs of services to move 
the product from the point of origin to the point of-destination. 
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4.3.1 Truck 
Here it is attempted to e stimate the r e l evan t cost f o r hauling 
a maund-mile of freight traf fic by truck (Fi gure 4 .4 ). The same technique 
will be adopted for every mode of transport to estimate t he res pective 
maund-mile freight charges. The purpose of adopting this technique is 
to test which mode is the l e ast cost one with r espect to the s a mple 
farmers and trade rs given t he volume to be h a ule d and distance covered. 
In both regions, o nly trade rs used t r u cks for transporting rice. 
Table 4.2 focusses the role of the truck in moving t r a ders' rice . The 
basic formula employed to evaluate the relevant average mo vement cost 
of hauling a maund-mile of rice is shown below: 
Movement expenses = 
where, 
MCT./DC . l ml 
VT . 
ml 
MCT. = Total movement expense in Taka by mode l 
l 
DC. = Distance covered in mi les by mode l 
ml 
VT . 
ffil 
Volume transpo r ted in maund s by mode l 
(8} 
The ave rage moveme nt expenses per maund -mile by truck, uSlng 
the sample information r e lat ing t o both r e gions , is estimated to be 
Tk 0.03 in both regions. l 
1 De tail e d calculat ions are as fo llows : Truck movement expense per 
maund-mil e i s , 
MCTt = Tk 63,420. 00 , DCmt = 26 . 85 freight t ruck - miles, 
VT
mt 
= 78,800 gross maund s = Tk 63 , 420 . 00/26.85 miles 
78 , 800 gross maunds· = Tk 0 . 03 
y 
Average 
fuvemen 
Cost p 
Maund-
Mile 
o 
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FIGURE 4.4 
COST CURVE FOR TRUCKS BY FREIGHT TRAFFIC DENSITIES 
Total Cost per Maund-Mile 
Maunds of Freight 
4.3.2 Tractor 
The tractor which is used primarily for p loughing is also used 
for transportation of agricultural commodities by the Kotwali farmers , 
who operate it by towing a trailer. From Table 4 .1, the per maund-mile 
transport cost by tractor using formula (8) given above, is estimated 
to be Tk 0.05. The average distance hauled by this method is 22.25 
miles which is greater than any other mode used in the region by the 
growers. The traders of the Kotwali region also made significant use 
x 
TABLE 4 . 1 
THE VOLUME OF RICE TRANSPORTED, DISTANCE HAULED AND TRANSPORT COST 
INCURRED BY DIFFERENT MODES USED BY SAMPLE GROWERS IN THE KOTWALI AND BURICHONG REGIONS 
Mode Volume Transported Distance Hauled Transport Cost Transport Cost per (Maunds) (Miles) (Taka) Maund-Mile 
Rickshaw 288 5.00 288 . 20 
Tractor 564 22.25 630 .05 
Bullock Cart 354 4.40 269 .17 
Boat 112 3.67 153 .37 
Shoulder Load 750 1.87 978 .70 
Shoulder Load 
and 572 3.50 971 .49 
Rickshaw 
Source: Present study's data 
lJ1 
lJ1 
TABLE 4.2 
THE VOLUME OF RICE TRANSPORTED, DISTANCE HAULED AND TRANSPORT COST 
INCURRED BY DIFFERENT MODES USED BY SAMPLE TRADERS IN THE KOTWALI AND BURICHONG REGIONS 
Mode Volume Transported Distance Hauled TransfX)rt Cost TransfX)rt Cost per (Maunds) (Miles) (Taka) Maund-Mile 
Rickshaw 930 6.00 1170 .21 
) 
Truck 78,800 26.85 63,420 .03 
Tractor 26,100 27.63 32,562 .05 
Bullock Cart 3,000 10.00 5,050 .17 
Boat 12,275 39.44 9888 .02 
J 
Shoulder Load 740 2.00 840 .57 
Rickshaw and 25 ,1 06 22.16 39,865 .07 Truck 
Source : Present study ' s data 
U1 
m 
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of tractors to move the product to their destination. In their case also, 
the per maund-mile cost is Tk 0.05, and 'they hauled an average distance 
of more than 27 miles at the time of transaction. From the analysis of 
the raw data it appears that the tractor played an important part in 
transporting rice both by the growers and traders in the Kotwali region. 
By contrast, In the Burichong region neither of these groups 
used tractors. Due to the non-availability of rural roads, the tractor 
alone cannot make a positive headway in this region. From the author's 
personal observation, the growers and traders in the Burichong reglon 
can only use truck or tractors for the movement of goods when they can 
first assemble their produc 't at a centre connected by a road, by using 
small country boat or human labour. So, in that case, they have to incur 
extra transport costs per unit by small cow1try boat or human labour 
before being able to use trucks or tractors in the transaction. There-
fore, the farmers of this region prefer to sell their products at the 
nearest market where they n eed to use only a single mode of transport 
which may be a small country boat or shoulder load. 
4.3.3 Cycle Rickshaw 
A cycle rickshaw is a manually driven three-wheel vehicle 
mainly used for passenger transport. It can carry only a very small 
amount of goods at a time in comparison with other mechanical modes. 
Its cost rises at an increasing rate with increases in distance. The 
growers and traders of both the regions use cycle rickshaw for short-
haul distances. In the Burichong region, farmers use cycle rickshaw and 
shoulder load as a combined mode for a trip whereas traders use cycle 
rickshaw and truck. 
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Transport costs per maund-mile for rickshaw in the Kotwali 
reglon ar~ Tk 0.20 and Tk 0621 for farmers and traders respectively. 
The average hauling distance by rickshaw is 5 miles in the case of 
farmers, and 6 miles in the case of traders. In the Burichong region, 
as stated above, the mode used is a combined one, i.e. rickshaw and 
shoulder load by growers and rickshaw and truck by traders. The tran~, ­
port cost is greater than the cost in the Kotwali region. The estimated 
per maund-mile cost is Tk 0.49 incurred by farmers and Tk 0.07 incurred 
by traders. The growers' high transport costs can be e~plained by the 
inclusion of high-cost shoulder load, which gives a higher combined or 
intermediate cost per unit when averaged with cycle rickshaw. The 
traders ' low cost can be explained by the inclusion of low-cost truck, 
which gives a lower combined cost per unit when averaged with cycle 
rickshaw. 
4.3.4 Bullock Cart 
The role of the bullock cart in the transportation sector has 
declined with the improvement of roads, and the availability of mechanical 
vehicles in the Kotwali region. Both growers and traders of this region 
use bullock cart as a means of transport, but they are used for compara-
tively short-haul distances by the growers and moderate-haul distances 
by the traders (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). The analysis of' the present study 
shows that, on the average, bullock cart charges paid by cultivators and 
intermediaries for transporting rice were the same , i.e. Tk 0.17 per 
maund-mile regardless of the hauling distance. For farmers, the distance 
was 4.40 miles and 10 miles for intermediaries. However, their use is 
still declining due to the fact that their speed is no more than 3 miles 
per hour. 
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In the Burichong region, none of the sample sub-groups used 
bullock c~rts at all. For the movement of bullock carts even a narrow 
road is required which is absent in the reglon. 
4.3.5 Country Boat 
There are two type s of country boat, small country boats and 
big country boats which are the main device for transporting goods 
during the ralny season in the Burichong region. Small and big are 
defined In terms of capacity: (i) two person small country boats have 
a capacity of 10 maunds and a speed of less than 3 miles per hour, and 
(ii) 8 to 10 person big country boats have a capacity varying from 100 
to 500 maunds and a speed of less than 3 miles per hour, and are mainly 
used for long-haul distances. 
Farmers usually transport their product by small country boat 
and traders use big country boats. The per maund-mile transport cost 
by small country boat is Tk 0.37 (Table 4.1) for a 3.67 mile trip by the 
farmers and the per maund-mile cost by big country boat is Tk 0.02 
(Table 4,.2) for a trip of 39.44 miles. l Here it appears that the 
-difference between the growers' and traders' incurred cost per maund-
mile is very high. As traders use big country boats, they can carry 
large amounts at a time for a long-haul distance. One of the main 
1 The items involved in the cost of transporting rice by small and big 
country boats for a distance of 3.67 miles and 39.44 miles are 
respectively: 
Small Country Boat: 
(a) Boat cost per day 
(b) Expenses for 2 men for 1/2 day 
(c) Miscellaneous 
Big Country Boat: 
(a) Boat cost per trip 
(b) .Expenses for 10 men for 3 days 
(c) Miscellaneous 
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characteristics of the big country boat is that the lncrease of trans-
port cost _with an increase in distance is proportionately less. Therefore, 
the per maund-mile transport cost decreases with distance in the traders' 
case. 
4.3.6 Human Mode (Head Load and Shoulder Load) 
In the Burichong r egion, head load or shoulder load by a person 
1S the main means of transporting goods 1n the dry season. From Table 4.1 
it appears that the farmers of this region transported the highest volume 
by this method. Both the farmers and traders of the region use this mode. 
The per maund-mile cost incurred by farmers is Tk 0.70 and by traders is 
Tk 0.57 for a 1.87 and 2 miles trip respectively. It appears that the 
cost is higher in the case of the growers' transaction. Generally, human 
labour is .engaged in transporting rice in this region in the dry season 
when agricultural labourers are in high demand for harvesting the main 
rice crop. Obviously, at that time, the daily wage rate is very high. 
From the author's personal observation in the reglon, farmers have to 
sell their part of the product just after harvest for the payment of 
harvestingand other ancillary costs. So they are bound to sell their 
product using relatively highly paid labourers for transportation pur-
poses to the nearest market. The situation at that period is so crucial 
that the farmers do not count the high cost of transport. 
On the other hand, traders enter the villages to purchase rlce 
when the harvesting period is over, and at that period, surplus agri-
cultural labour is available at a cheaper wage rate. It might also be 
mentioned that unscrupulous traders always t.ry to get a higher profit 
margin from the transaction and consequently offer very low wages to the 
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surplus labourers, taking advantage of their slack season. As there 
are no other alternative employment opportunities for the surplus 
labourers at that time, they agree to transport the traders' rice at 
the lower wage rate fixed by the traders . 
4.4 Accessibility Measures of Different Modes 
Accessibility measures by different modes of transport reflect 
the level of service provided by transportation systems to various regions. 
Accessibility may be described in the present study as the ease of move-
ment from one area to another by a specific mode of transport. The 
following procedure, adopted by Falcocchio and Cantilli (1974), can be 
fitted to the data to measure the accessibility index of the different 
modes of transport. 
where, 
X. l 
E . 
. 1 
T. = 
lJ 
X. 
l 
n 
L: 
j=l 
E. 
J 
(T .. ) Ct 
lJ 
Accessibility to market with mode l 
Quantity hauled to market J 
Movement cost charged per maund-rnile for mode l to market J 
Ct = Exponent of movement cost 
The detailed calculations are made in Appendices 2 and 3, where the 
transport cost factor is defined as F .. = l/(T . . )Ct. 
lJ lJ 
(9 ) 
The accessibility indices resulting from the calculations are 
useful only when they are compared with each other. It can be stated 
that accessibility measures are relative va~ues which describe how well 
one mode compares with another and, in general, how well one region com-
pares with another In terms of transport. 
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From the analysis it can be stated that in · the Kotwali region, 
farmers u.se tractors as the most efficient mode of transporting rlce, 
whereas in the Burichong reglon the shoulder load is the most important 
mode. The farmers of Burichong use human labour extensively as there are 
no other alternative mechanical methods of transport available in the dry 
season due to the non-availability of road networks (Appendix 2, A and B). 
Considering the traders' point of view, in the Kotwali reglon 
trucks are the most accessible mode, while in Burichong big country boat 
is the efficient one. As indicated earlier, in the Burichong region, 
big country boats are used by traders in the rainy season to transport 
rlce; although their speed is very low they can carry a large amount of 
rice for a longer distance and more cheaply than any other mode used in 
the region. 
From the above discussion it can easily be seen that the accessi-
bility indices of respective modes for both the sub-categories of the 
sample show that the Kotwali region is highly accessible from the pro-
duction centres to the market places using tractor and truck in com-
parison ·to the Burichong region which uses shoulder load and boat as the 
only accessible modes of transport. 
4.5 Model Calibration 
The impact of transportation accessibility on capacity levels 
of the different modes of transport can be obtained by relating the two 
variables through regression analysis. Altogether, there are fifteen 
modes of transport used individually and ~n combination by the farmers 
and traders of both regions. Accessibility indices were calculated for 
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each mode and combination mode in the same manner as ln the illustration 
glven ln ~ppendices 2 and 3. The volume transported by each mode, 
together with the accessibility index of each mode, are given in 
Appendix 4. 
The relationship might be described as a positive exponential 
function of the type, 
C. 
1 (10) 
where, 
C. Volume transported by each mode 
1 
X. = Accessibility indices of modes 
1 
The positive exponential function states that the importance of the 
accessibility variable on capacity of vehicle increases as accessibility 
increases for the mode. 
For ease of computation, the positive exponential function may 
be transformed to a linear function, using logarithmic transformation 
and then fitting the linear function to the data using the ordinary 
least-squares method. However, to avoid the unrealistic conclusions 
that result from assuming a linear relationship, the final capacity-
accessibility model takes t he following form in semi-logarithms: 
where 
C. 
1 
a + b log X. 
1 (11) 
C. Volume transported by different modes of transport ln maunds 
~ 
X. = The accessibility index of different modes 
1 
The calibrated form of the model 1S: 
6 4 
C, = 2.303 + .8889 log X, 
l l (12) 
S.E. (.0745) 
-2 
R = .9099 
From the equation, it may be concluded that the capacity of 
the different modes of transport increases as accessibility increases. 
The results of the capacity-accessibility analysis may be summarised as 
follows: 
(a) The capacity-accessibility hypothesis was found valid 
in the model. 
(b) The increase in production that can be expected In an 
area depends on the increase in capacity of different modes of trans-
port to move the inputs toward production centres and outputs toward 
consuming centres. This relates to the increase in accessibility pro-
grarnrned for the area and the level of existing transportation services 
found in the area. 
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CHAPTER 5 
RICE TRADE PATTERN AND PERFORMANCE 
Chapter 4 dealt with the economlC characteristics in general 
and transportation cost structure in particular, of the different tradi-
tional and mechanical modes of transport used in the study regions. 
This chapter investigates the performance of the rice marketing opera-
tion by sample growers and traders in both regions In light of the 
respective modes of transport. However, the scope of the present chapter 
is a rather limited one; that is, it does not discuss the overall rice 
marketing channels of the two regions, but concentrates only on a certain 
specific aspect of rlce marketing. This aspect is mainly related to the 
transportation function of rice transactions. 
In Vlew of the general hypothesis underlying the present study, 
l.e. that an improved rural transportation system is one of the major 
factors of developing the rural economy of Bangladesh, and also the 
specific- working hypotheses mentioned in Chapter 3, this chapter con-
tains three sections to test the hypotheses r e lating to the performance 
of the rice trade in the two contrasting regions. In the first section, 
the relationship of the farme rs to the markets in both regions will be 
examined. Secondly, the relationship of the traders to markets and 
surrounding areas outside the markets of the two regions will be investi-
gated in the second section. Final l y , the relationship between farm 
and market prices of the two regions will be analysed in the last 
section. 
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5.1 Relationship of the Farmers and the Markets 
The first concern of this chapter is the determination of the 
relationship of the individual farmer to the surrounding markets. The 
most important marketing decisions the grower has to take are where, 
when and to whom to sell his produce. In making these decisions the 
grower is guided by his desire to maximise his income. However, he is 
often constrained to take apparently irrational decisions, because of a 
lack of any transportation system , a lack of market information, In-
debtedness to traders or urgent financial needs, etc. 
The information collected about the place of sale chosen by 
growers indicates that growers in the Kotwali region tend to sell at 
the farmgate, while in the Burichong region growers sell the maXlffiUID 
amount of their product in the market place (Tables 5.1 and 5.2). 
Therefore, the belief that with a better transportation system the 
farmer will convey and sell his product in the market to receive higher 
prices becomes questionable. However, the smallness of the present 
sample must be fully recognised prior to rejecting such a belief. 
The information collected shows that the maln buyers of 
growers' produce In the Kotwali region are not consumers but traders 
who buy In bulk. Because of a relatively better transportation system 
in this region the traders can easily enter the villages uSlng a large 
capacity mode to transport their purchased rice direct from the farms. 
The growers are also happy to sell their produce at the farmgate rather 
than the market place. They believe that they are getting fair prices 
from the traders as the traders only dedu~t the transportation cost 
involved to the market place plus a nominal margin. Therefore, they 
TABLE 5.1 
THE AMOUNT SOLD AT FARM AND MARKET PLACE AND RESPECTIVE PRICES 
RECEIVED BY THE FARMERS OF THE KOTWALI REGION 
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Amount Sold Prices Received Amount Sold Prices Received 
Village at Farm at Farm at Market at Market 
(Maund) (Tk) (Maund) (Tk) 
--
Sreekarnta 137 39.67 486 45.56 
Rarnchandrapur 422 34.00 229 35.46 
Sreemantapur 682 34.80 238 40.33 
Sreenibash 512 42.20 116 52.50 
Jorpushkuni 610 40.00 137 49.85 
Source: Present study's data 
TABLE 5.2 
THE AMOUNT SOLD AT FARM AND MARKET PLACE AND RESPECTIVE PRICES 
RECEIVED BY THE FARMERS OF THE BURICHONG REGION 
Village 
Kakiarchar 
Amount Sold 
at Farm 
(Ma und) 
25 
Prices Received 
at Farm 
(Tk) 
35.00 
Amount Sold 
at Market 
(Maund) 
585 
Prices Received 
at Market 
(Tk) 
37.46 
Barair Jalam 128 30 . 00 380' 37.97 
Metholma 5 22 . 00 222 36.91 
Abedpur (S) 195 43 .25 140 49 . 30 
Abedpur a 36 43.25 127 38.03 
Note: a) The lower market price is due ' to the fact that growers sold 
a major portion of their production just afte~ harvest when 
prices are at their lowest level In Vlew of the known seasonal 
factors. 
- Source: Present study's data. 
-
are unwilling to bear the burde n of taking the p roduct to the market 
place. Some of the growers sold their product both at the market 
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place and at the farmgate. Moreover, these farme rs di sposed o f a l arge 
volume at the farm and only small quantities, which c oul d be easil y 
transported by a lower capacity mode such as rickshaw , at the ma rket. 
The situation is the exact reverse In t he case of the g r owers 
of the Burichong reglon. Due to the relatively wor se transpor t ation 
system In the region, the t r aders are reluctant to pu rchase rice at the 
farmgate specifically in the dry season. Only in t h e r ainy s ea son can 
they enter the villages using big ~ountry boats. Acc o rdi ng to a state-
ment made by the growers of this region, due to the inadequate physical 
facilities, traders offer very low prices at the farmgate i n co mparison 
to the market price in the dry season. In this case , traders d educt a 
substantial amount as transport cost plus very high mar gins f rom the 
market price. Most of the growers of this area felt t hat they were not 
getting a fair price in farmgate transactions during the dry seaso n 
and preferred to sell rice in the market in spite o f the added burden 
of transporting the rice. 
5.2 The Pattern of the Rice Trade 
This section deals s pec i fic ally with the behaviour of rlce 
traders In both the Kotwali and Burichong reglons. As mentioned in 
Chapter 3, forty mar k e ting firms - s mall traders and retailers dealing 
in paddy and rice r e spectively - wer e selecte d in order to study their 
marketing practic e s and per f ormance s in the t wo regions. 
For measur lng p e rfo rmances of t hese marketing firms, average 
margin and transport costs we r e c alcula ted o n the basis of average 
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prlces paid and received by the traders. The spread between the prices 
paid and received by the traders is defined as the gross margin. Net 
margln is defined as gross margin mlnUS total marketing costs. In the 
present study , only transport costs are deducted from the gross margln 
to determine net margin . Though there are other elements in the total 
marketing cost , such as costs of storage, processlng, and packaging, etc. 
these are not considered here for paucity of relevant reliable data. 
The gross margin estimated here is based on the trader's total quantity 
of the product traded and the total value paid and received In the 
transaction . Margins and transport costs obtained from the above pro-
cedure are given in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. 
For this purpose, rlce lS graded into two categories: paddy 
lS the unhusked graln, and rice is the fine husked graln separated from 
the hard shell of the paddy through processing In a husking machine or 
by horne pounding . Here it should be noted that the term 'rice l lS used 
to denote fine husked grain only in this section, whereas in the pre-
vious and subsequent sections 'rice' refers to unhusked grain or paddy. 
The conversion ratio of paddy into rice is approximately 1.5 of paddy 
to 1.0 of rice. So, the price of rice is always more than the price 
of paddy due to its lower conversion ratio and extra cost of processing 
involved . The procedure adopted here to determine the per maund net 
margin gained by each trader, considering the transpoTt cost per mile 
for paddy and rice is given in footnote 1. 
1 GM PR PP where GM = gross margln 
· PR = prlce received 
NM = GM - TC paid PP prlce 
NM TC = transport cost 
% NM x 100 NM net PP = margln 
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Table 5.3 shows t hat traders in the Kotwali region purchased 
mainly pa9dy at the farmgat e and r1ce 1n the market place. After 
allowing for transport costs per mile, the net margins for paddy pur-
chased from the farm and from the market were 11.84 and 11 .73 per cent 
respectively. The percentage net margln 1S slightly higher in t he case 
of farrngate purchases but the difference 1S very small. The net margin 
appropriated was 11.26 per cent 1n the case of rice, the total amount of 
which was purchased from the market place. The net margin gained by 
the traders in rice transactions is less than the margir gained in the 
paddy trade. However, the degree of variation between the three types 
of transaction is negligible. 
The conventional producer and consumer acceptance of net 
marg1n within the framework of efficient marketing systems is 10 per 
cent in the case of any trade operation in Bangladesh. The net margin 
of traders (considering only transport cost per mile) seems acceptable 
as a reasonable amount of margin a ppro priated in the marketing of rice 
and paddy in the Kotwali reg1on . This is because of the other marketing 
services needed whose costs were not taken into account In calculating 
net margins. 
On the other hand, Table 5 .4 shows that the Burichong traders 
purchased paddy and rice in larger amounts in the market. The trans-
port cost per maund-mile both for the farm and market purchase of paddy 
1 
was Tk 0.03 and for r1ce purchased at the market place was Tk 0.06. 
It was mentioned in previous sections that the transport cost incurred 
by the traders in this region using big country boats In the monsoon 1S 
1 Estimated from t he primary data . 
TABLE 5 . 3 
GROSS MARGIN AND NET MARGIN ALLOWING FOR TRANSPORT COSTS 
INCURRED BY TRADERS OF THE KOTWALI REGION 
(Tk) 
Volume of Se11ins 
Place of Transactions Purchase Price Price Gross Transport Cost/ 
Purchase per Trader per Maund per Maund Margin Maund/Mile 
(Maunds) 
Purchase at 
Farm: 
Paddy 38,450 43.32 48.51 5.19 0.06 
Rice 
Purchase at 
Market: 
Paddy 6600 40.48 45.29 4.81 0.067 
Rice 75 , 850 51.91 57.79 5.88 0.03 
Note: The figures in parentheses are percentages of net margin. 
Source: Present study's data 
Net Margin 
Considering 
Transport Cost 
per Mile 
5.13 
4.75 
5.85 
Estimated 
Price 
Received 
per Maund 
48.45 
(11.84) 
45.23 
(11.73) 
57.76 
(11.26) 
'-1 
/-J 
Place of 
Purchase 
Purchase at 
Farm: 
Paddy 
.Purchase at 
Market: 
Paddy 
Rice 
TABLE 5.4 
GROSS MARGIN AND NET MARGIN ALLOWING FOR TRANSPORT COSTS 
INCURRED BY TRADERS OF THE BURICHONG REGION 
(Tk) 
Volume of Selling 
Transactions Purchase Price Price Gross Trans port Co s t/ 
per Trader per Maund per Maund Margin Maund/Mile 
(Maunds) 
9150 36.00 41.00 5.00 0.03 
10,065 37.35 41.48 4.13 0.03 
6886 53.13 62.19 9.06 0.06 
Note : The figures in parentheses are percentages of net margin. 
Source: Present study's data 
Net Margin 
Considering 
Transport Cost 
per Mile 
4.97 
4.10 
9.00 
Estimated 
Price Recelved 
per Maund 
40.97 
(13.80) 
41.45 
(10.97) 
62.13 
(16.93) 
-
-....J 
tv 
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very low . In the d ry s ea so n , v e r y f e w traders o p e rate at the farm level 
where no ~echanical transp o r t mod e 1S available at that time. Therefore, 
1n this area , the bulk tran s action by traders takes place in the wet 
season when big country boat s can easily enter the vil l age with the 
advantage of the monsoon. 
The per maund net margin gained by the traders, after a llowing 
for transport costs per mile , was 13.80 and 10 . 97 per cent f o r paddy 
when purchased from the farm and the market respective l y. The net 
margin of r1ce at the time of transaction in the marke t place wa s 
16 . 93 per cent. Here, the transaction of paddy in the mar ket p l ace 
seems highly efficient . During this operation, the percenta ge of the 
net margin appropriated by traders is close to t h e conventio nally 
accepted figure . 
According to the hypothesis formulated, all transactions 1n 
this region should provide very high net margins to t r aders due to t he 
absence of an adequate rural transportation network . The above analysis 
indicates that this hypothesis c a nnot be acce pted i n the case o f one 
operatioB, i.e. a transaction of paddy at the marke t place. It was found 
that this type of transaction takes p lace in t he dry season when the 
. growers bear the initial cost o f t r ansporting p ad dy from the farrngate 
to the market place . He nce , the dif fe rence between prices paid and 
received (margin) by the trade rs 1S not affected by the transport costs 
involved in transporting p addy. By c ontr ast, t he price paid (production 
cost) and receive d b y the p rod ucers is affected by the high transporta-
tion costs incurred for transport i ng paddy during this time. 
In othe r wo r ds , t he net margin appropriated by producers is 
assumed to be far below t he c onventionally accepted figure because of 
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the effect of high transport costs . However, it 1S not possible here to 
determine . the exact producer's net margin due to the lack of other rele-
vant information. 
According to the definition of marketing efficiency, the 
marketing activities would be efficient only at that point when the 
profits of the parties involved in the transaction are equally appro-
priated. This indicates that none of the producers, intermediaries or 
the consumers should lose from the transaction. From the practical 
point of view, after allowing for transport costs per mile in the 
Burichong region, the marketing of paddy and r1ce no longer operates 
efficiently. The farmers of this region are the losing . party in the 
transaction. 
When comparing the performance of the traders of two reg1ons, 
it appears that the traders of the Kotwali region represent an important 
link in the marketing channel of r1ce through purchasing paddy at the 
farmgate throughout the whole year. Furthermore, the above analysis 
shows that none of the parties involved in the transaction is disadvan-
taged. By contrast, in the Burichong region, the producers are the dis-
advantaged group 1n the transaction. That is, the role of the traders 
is different in the two regions. To sum up, due to the presence of rural 
transportation facilities, the traders are highly competitive and essen-
tial in the Kotwali region while the absence of such facilities in the 
Burichong region results in the traders being highly unscrupulous and 
in the creation of monopolistic powers. 
5 . 3 The Price Differentials 
The final concern of this chapter 1S to analyse the relationship 
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between the prlces of rice In the Kotwali and Burichong regions. If the 
prlce spread between the markets and between the farms of the two reglons 
does not significantly exceed the transport cost, it can be said that the 
transportation system is efficient. This assumes that, (i) the two 
regions are segments of the same competitive market, and (ii) there are 
no quality differences. The average differences observed between the 
market and farm prices of the two regions are shown in Tables 5.5, 5.6, 
5.7 and 5.8. Here an attempt is made to compare the market and farm 
prices of the two regions using the Student t-test. In each of these 
four tables, the statistical level of significance of the difference 
between the two prices is determined. l 
The analyses have been undertaken USlng the information relating 
to both the farmers and the traders of the two regions on the prices 
received and paid during their transaction. The comparison is shown In 
three categories of prlces of the two reglons. Firstly, the prices o f 
farms to those of prices of markets of each region. Secondly, prices of 
1 The results printed in the tables: the left-hand portion of the 
printout reports the number of cases, the means, the standard deviations, 
and the standard errors on the price variable for each group. In the 
centre is reported an F-value and its associated probability. The 
F-value is a statistical test for the equality of the group variances . 
If the F-value is not significant, i.e. if the associated probability 
is larger than .05, we have to use the result printed under pooled 
variance estimate. If the F-value is significant, we have to use the 
result under separate variance estimate (Klecka, Nie ,and Hull 1975). 
Once we have interpreted the F-value we can decide which portion of the 
table gives the t-test appropriate for our data. As we can see in 
Table 5.5, the F-value has a high probability (.195), therefore we shall 
use the t-value reported under the pooled variance estimate. This 
t-value is equal to -2.14 and has a significance level of .041, which 
is significant. 
In contrast, the F-value for Burichong region is statistically slgnl-
ficant, because its probability is only .q03. Therefore we must use 
the t-value reported under separate variance estimate. Here the t-value 
is -.06 with a .957 probability. This probability is very large and 
definitely not statistically significant. 
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farms to those of farms between the regions. Thirdly, prlces of markets 
to those of markets between the reglons. 
Considering the growers' data, Table 5.5 indicates that the 
Kotwali farm and market price difference is significant while in the 
Burichong region it is insignificant. Our assumption was that the price 
difference between the farms and markets of the Kotwali region is expected 
to be statistically insignificant after allowing for transport costs due 
to its better transportation system, while in the Burichong region the 
price difference between the farm and market places is expected to be 
statistically significant In Vlew of the high average transport cost of 
rice In this region. 
The quality of rlce In the Kotwali markets may be one of the 
factors affecting the high price at the market place and which ultimately 
affects the price difference between the farms and markets and may be 
the cause of the significant difference. As mentioned earlier, the 
transport cost during the monsoon in the Burichong region is very low 
due to big country boats being used. At this time of the year, the 
farmgate and market prices are more or less similar because the traders 
offer almost the same price in both places due to the ease of movement 
. by big country boats. 
Considering the results from the traders' information on the 
farm and market prices in Table 5.7, the assumption postulate d above i s 
satisfied. That is, the price difference is insignificant in t he 
Kotwali region and significant in the Burichong region. 
In Tables 5.6 and 5.8, prlce differences be tween the farms o f 
the two regions and between the markets of the two regions are reported 
respectively, considering both sample farmers' and traders' data. In 
the case of the farmers' data, the price difference is insignificant 
at the farm level and significant at the market level. According to 
the assumption, the price difference at the farm level is not accepted 
but the difference at the market level is accepted. The assumption is 
that the price spread between the farms and between the markets of the 
two regions should fall outside the transport cost incurred due to the 
non-availability of a better transportation system b~ the Burichong 
region. The cause of the insignificant difference betw~en the prices 
at the farm level in both regions considering the farmers' data may be 
due to the relatively high price received by the Burichong farmers at 
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the farmgate level during the monsoon period. This is due to two reasons. 
Firstly, the Burichong reglon is relatively more accessible in the mon-
soon compared with the dry season. Secondly, due to the relatively 
better accessibility between the farms and markets, the market informa-
tion on price is more or less accurate at this time of the year. 
Finally, III the case of the traders' data, Table 5.8 indicates 
that both at farm and market level the price differences are significant 
between the two regions. It must always be remembered that the above 
analyses are subject to two main limitations. These are, (i) the rela-
tively small size of the sample, and (ii) that these prices are annual 
averages. In other words, they conceal seasonality ih prices. 
Variable 
Kotwali Region 
Farm Price 
Market Price 
Burichong Region 
Farm Price 
Market Price 
No . of 
Cases 
22 
10 
10 
15 
Note: . * Significant 
Mean 
38.2445 
41.9720 
37.2940 
37.4467 
Source: Present study's data 
TABLE 5.5 
TEST OF STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FARM-MARKET 
PRICES OF TWO REGIONS ESTIMATED FROM THE FARMERS' DATA 
st. 
Deviation 
4.031 
5.646 
8.294 
3.362 
St. 
Error 
.859 
1.785 
2.623 
0.868 
F 
Value 
1.96 
6.09 
Pooled Variance Estimate 
2 - Tail 
Probability " t Degrees of 2-Tail 
Value Freedom Probability 
0.195 -2 . 14* 30 0.041 
0.003 -0.06 23 0.949 
Separate Variance Estimate 
t Degrees of 
Value Freedom 
-1.88 13.35 
-0 . 06 10.99 
2-Tail 
Probability 
-...l 
OJ 
0.083 
0.957 
No. of 
Variable Mean Cases 
Farm- Farm of 
Two Regions : 
Farm Price of 22 38.2445 
Kotwali 
Farm Price of 10 37.2940 Burichong 
Market-Market 
of Two Re5!ions: 
Market Price of 
Kotwali 
10 41.9720 
Market Price of 15 37.4467 1?urichong 
Note: * Significant 
Source~ Present study's data. 
TEST OF STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FARM- FARM 
AND MARKET - MARKET PRICES OF TWO REGIONS ESTIMATED FROM THE FARMERS ' DATA 
St. St. F 2-Tail 
Deviation Error Value Probability 
4 . 031 0.859 
4.23 0 . 006 
8.294 2.623 
5.646 1 . 785 
2.82 0.080 
3 . 362 0.868 
Pooled Variance Estimate 
t Degrees of 2-Tail 
Value Freedom Probability 
0 .44 30 0.663 
2.52* 23 0.019 
Separate Variance Estimate 
t Degrees of 
Value Freedom 
0 . 34 10.98 
2.28 13.28 
2-Tail 
Probability 
'-oj 
\.0 
0 . 737 
0.040 
Variable No. of Mean Cases 
Prices Paid by 
Traders in 
Kotwali Region: 
At Farm 15 40.2247 
At Market 10 41 . 1780 
Prices Paid by 
Traders in 
Burichong Region: 
At Farm 15 35 . 6807 
-
At Market 15 37 . 8380 
Note: * Significant 
Source : - Present study ' s data. 
TABLE 5.7 
TEST OF STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FARM-MARKET 
PRICE OF TWO REGIONS ESTIMATED FROM THE TRADERS' DATA 
Pooled Variance Estimate 
St. St. F 2-Tail 
Deviation Error Value Probability . t Degrees of 2-Tail 
Value Freedom Probability 
4 .7 55 1.228 1.23 0.769 -0.51** 23 0.615 4.279 1.353 
0.753 0.194 12.38 0.000 -3.03 28 0.005 2.684 0.684 
Separate Variance Estimate 
t Degrees of 
Value Freedom 
-0.52 20.84 
- 3. 03 * 16.25 
2-Tail 
Probability 
0 . 607 
0 . 0008 
co 
o 
No. of 
Variable Mean Cases 
Farm-Farm Price 
of Two Regions: 
Farm Price In 
Kotwali Paid by 15 40 . 2247 
Traders 
Farm Price in 
Burichong Paid 15 35.6807 
by Traders 
Market-Market 
Price of Two 
Regions: 
Market Price In 
Kotwali Paid by 10 41.1780 
Traders 
Market Price in 
Burichong Paid 15 37.8380 
by Traders 
Note: * Significant 
Source: Present study's data 
TABLE 5.8 
TEST OF STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FARM-FARM AND 
MARKET-MARKET PRICES OF TWO REGIONS ESTIMATED FROM THE TRADERS' DATA 
Pooled Variance Estimate Separate Variance Estimate 
St. St. F 2-Tail 
Deviation Error Value Probability t 
Value 
4.755 1.228 
39.89 0.000 3.66 
0.753 0.194 
4.279 1.353 
2.61 0.105 2.42* 
2.649 0.689 
Degrees of 2-Tail t 
Freedom Probability Value 
28 0.001 3.66* 
23 0.024 2.20 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
14.70 
13.61 
2-Tail 
Probc.bility 
0.002 
0.045 
(J) 
I-' 
CHAPTER 6 
ECONOMIC EFFECTS AND SOCIAL BENEFITS DERIVED FROM 
IMPROVED RURAL TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS 
Chapter 5 is an attempt to gauge in general terms the effects 
of improved rural transportation systems on the economy of the Kotwali 
and Burichong regions . However, there are several characteristics of 
transport infrastructure as a 'public good '. These are, namely: 
(i) All members of the community recelve benefits from trans-
port whether they directly use such services or not; 
(ii) the satisfaction which beneficiaries - as opposed to 
direct users - derive from transport does not directly affect the level 
of services available to users; 
(iii) very often beneficiaries cannot be identified and hence 
the gains which they make from transport are not easily assessed; and 
(iv) differential income impacts exist, l.e. the risks and 
profits of using transport serVlces are not borne eqUally by the same 
sections of the community. 
Keeping the above four characteristics of transport in mind, 
the present chapter attempts to determine the economic effects and 
gauge the social benefits related to improved rural transport in en-
hancing regional development. Nevertheless, the effects of rural trans-
port may be viewed in three time spans, l.e. short, medium and long-run 
effects . Hence, the first two sections of this chapter alffi at determining 
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these effects primarily associated with the prlce of rlce. This lS 
followe d by the derivation of an econometric rice transport 'cost function 
in the two reglons of the study. This will enable us to examine the 
effects of changes In transport costs . Finally, some social benefits 
arlslng from improved rural transport systems will be indicated. 
6.1 Economic Short and Medium-run Effects 
To analyse the economic short and medium-run effects of improved 
rural transport , the producer surplus approach is adopted. The producer 
surplus framework followed in the present study begins by focussing on 
a given sector, such as agriculture, and a given product, such as rice. 
The term producer surplus is defined here as the gross margin of rice per 
acre and a few assumptions are made to estimate the producer surplus with 
and without rural transport facilities in the two regions (World Bank 
1976). These assumptions are: 
(a) transport cost savlngs In the Kotwali region are fully 
passed on to the farmers, In terms of a higher ex-farm 
price of rice and a low delivered prlce for inputs; 
(b) production costs per rnaund decline due to the greater use 
of modern inputs made accessible by rural roads; 
(c) no possibility of extensive cultivation rather than 
intensive cultivation of land; 
(d) any additional quantity of rlce produced in the Kotwali 
region is not sufficient to cause a prlce decline on the 
market; and 
(e) all the surplus rice produced 1S marketed over the 
improved roads in the r eg ion. 
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Figure 6 . 1 presents the r1ce production situation in the regions 
with and without rural roads. Assuming that in the Burichong reg1on, 
quantity Ql of rice is produced at farmgate pr1ce PI 1n a particular 
year , this is the profit-maximising position, since marginal cost (Me') 
equals marginal revenue (PI) at Ql ' As assumed, a competitive situation 
exists and the supply curve is the sum of the individual marginal cost 
curves . The producer surplus equals total revenue less farm production 
costs , e . g . cost of fertilisers , seeds and labour, etc. Fixed production 
costs are not considered here for simplicity . Total variable costs are 
shown at the area under the marginal co st curve out to the quantity 
produced. Thus , the difference between revenue and variable production 
costs in the Burichong region is the area between Me' and Pl' 
In the Kotwali reg1on, production is at a higher output of Q
3 
at price P2 · This increased rice production can be explained by the 
following arguments . 
(a) Savings on the transport of rice to the amount of 
(P 2 - PI) per maund are passed on to the farmers in 
terms of a higher ex-farm price , P
2
. As a result, 
production increases from Ql to Q2 along the marginal 
cost curve Me'. Benefits from the higher ex - farm 
pr ice , assuming similar input costs in the Kotwali 
and Burichong regions, are represented by the area 
to the left of Me l, between PI and P2 " 
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FIGURE 6.1 
RICE PRODUCTION IN THE KOTWALI AND lJURICIIONG REGIONS 
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(b) Saving on transport of farm inputs results In a 
decrease in production costs for any level of 
output, shown in the figure by the shift of Me' 
to Me". At the new ex-farm price of P2 , output 
expands from Q2 to Q3 . This shift, reflecting cheaper 
transport of inputs, gives rise to the additional 
benefit area between Me' and Me". 
(c) When the effects of higher ex-farm prlce and lower 
input costs are combined in the Kotwali reglon, 
their effects on rlce production is the lncrease In 
quantity from Ql In the Burichong region, to Q3 in 
the Kotwali reglon. The higher ex-farm price and 
lower cost of farm inputs causing this change are 
directly related to the lower transport costs which 
cause an increase in traffic in the Kotwali region. 
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The net change in producer surplus or farm-level benefits 
associated with this economic change due to rural road transport is shown 
as the total shaded area in Figure 6.1 . 
The incremental producer surplus for the farmers of the Kotwali 
region compared with the farmers of the Burichong region can be estimated 
with the help of Figure 6 .1, by substituting revenue and variable cost 
data In the two regions. AVe ' represents the average variable cost curve 
for the Burichong reglon while AVe" represents the average variable cost 
curve for the Kotwali reglon. Points P and Po respectively assume the 
average variable cost per rnaund in the two regions. Total variable co s t 
can be derived by multiplying the quantity produced with the average 
variable cost per maund. 
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The computation of incremental producer surplus USlng average 
variable costs for the two reglons lS as follows: 
Kotwali Region 
Revenue (per acre) = = 38.2445t x 3l.48-r-t= 1203.94 
Variable cost (per acre) = 
Producer surplus 
Burichong Region 
Revenue (per acre) = 
Variable cost (per acre) = 
Producer surplus 
Incremental producer 
Ave" x Q 
3 
Pl x Ql 
AVe' x Ql 
= 
= 
surplus in the Kotwali region 
compared with the Burichong region 
6 . 2 Long Run Effects 
26.7857f x 31.48 = 843.21 
Tk 360.73 
37.2940t x 24.69tt = 920.79 
31.901= x 24.69 = 
Tk 
787.61 
133.18 
360.73 
133.18 
Tk 227.55 
The most significant effects of improved .rural transportation 
and communication systems will be of a long run nature. It is important 
to anticipate the economic and institutional changes associated with a 
new agricultural technology in order to speed the process of development 
by extensive or intensive agriculture. The author believes that during 
the 1960s remarkable changes took place in the cropping pattern of the 
t See Table 5.6 of the present study. 
tt See Chapter 3 of the present study. 
T Husain 1973. 
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Kotwali region. These may be the r esult of several economic and institu-
tional factors but the presence of improved rural roads in the region lS 
assumed to be one of the important factors in such changes. The long run 
effects of an improved road transport system may be of two types: first, 
an effect on land cultivation, and second, an effect on distribution of 
benefits of transport cost savings. 
6.2.1 Additional Land Cultivation 
In both the selected regions there is no scope for increasing 
cultivable land by bringing new land under cultivation. However, there 
is some possibility 'for more intensive cul tivation. The intensity of 
cropping estimated in Chapter 3 for the Burichong reglon is less than 
that of the Kotwali region. The establishment of a rural road network 
In the Burichong region may help In increasing the intensity of cropping 
In the reglon through more intensive cultivation. This possibility can 
be illustrated in Figure 6.2. 
Intensive cultivation can be practised as soon as a producer 
surplus begins to arise by the help of modern technology such as HYV 
seed, short duration rice cultivation, fertiliser and- insecticides, etc. 
Initially, no intensive cultivation is practised since marginal 
cost, Me' is almost the same as the ex-farm prlce PI' with a quantity 
produced at Ql per acre. Once the effective price is increased from P l 
to P 2 and production costs are decreased from MC' to MC", due to the road 
project , it becomes more profitable for the Burichong farmers to operate 
the land more intensively and increase production by QIQ2 . The inten-
sive cultivation practice can be continued so long as lower transport 
'FIGURI: 6 . 2 
INTENSIVE CUL~IVATION 
Price MC' 
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costs and production costs offset the higher on-farm transport 
(shoulder or head load) costs. 
6 . 2 . 2 Distribution of Benefits 
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Quantity 
Produced 
Two types of savings can be considered from the economlC point 
of Vlew : the transport cost savings and the production cost savings In 
the farm sector. In order to determine the transport cost savings, it 
is necessary to estimate the price movements of the product in the area. 
Hence , the practical need is to analyse the degree of competition and 
the price formation mechanism among the intermediaries who offer prices 
at the farmgate (World Bank 1976), for which data is not available. 
However, it is believed that the following illustration will make the 
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lssue of distribution of benefits from savlngs In transport costs clear. 
The data used in the illustration are the sample farmers' information 
from the two regions . Figure 6.3 indicates the possible range of pro-
ducer and transporter surpluses of the two regions. 
Kotwali Region 
Farmer surplus = (PK - CK) x QK 
= (38.24 - 26.76) x 31.48 
= Tk 361.39 
Transporter surplus = ((~ - P
K
) - T
K
) x QK 
= (( 41 . 97 t - 38. 2 4 ) - o. llt i) x 31. 48 
= Tk 113 . 96 
Producer surplus assurnlng all benefits of transport 
system are being passed to the producer 
Burichong Region 
Farmer surplus 
Transporter surplus 
or deficit 
= (PB - CB) x QB 
= (37.29 - 31.90) x 24.69 . 
= Tk 133.08 
= ((M
B 
- PB) - T B) x QB 
= Tk 475.35 
= (( 3 7 . 4 5 t - 37. 29) - O. 35t i) x 24. 69 
= TK -4.193 
Producer surplus = Tk 128.89 
Incremental producer surplus in the Kotwali region = Tk 346 .46 
t See Chapter 5 . 
tt See Chapter 4 on the average per maund-mile cost of each region. 
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At first glance, the above estimates indicate that transporters 
of the Burichong region gain no surplus whereas transporters of the 
Kotwali region gain a reasonable surplus. Attention needs to be drawn 
here , however , to several fOints. First , the proportion of the trans-
fOrter ' s surplus or deficit that will be either passed to or charged to 
the producer depends on the elasticities of demand and supply of the 
transfOrt servlces . That is , if the demand is completely elastic while 
supply is completely inelastic, the producer will benefit and vice versa. 
Secondl~ itis believed that producers' demand for transport services lS 
relatively ' more' elastic In the Kotw,ali reglon compared with that of the 
producers in the Burichong region. In other words, part of the transporters' 
surplus in the Kotwali region will be passed to the producers while pro-
ducers in the Burichong region will be expected to incur the transfOrter's 
deficit if they were to remaln In business . Thirdly, the important fact 
to be recognised is that traders are able to buy paddy and rlce at the 
farmgate in the Kotwali region . This, in turn, results (as mentioned 
earlier) In higher farmgate prlces In this reglon for, compared with the 
Burichong region where , during the dry season, farmers have to transfOrt 
their own rice to the market place, thus incurring a loss. Finally, In 
the Kotwali region the main transfOrters of rice are the traders who 
operate throughout the whole year both at the farmgate and market place 
and appropriate 23 . 97 per cent of the producers' surplus as a result of 
the advantage gained from the improved rural road network. 
To sum up, it can be stated from the above estimates that, In 
the Kotwali region, the road transfOrt system created new oPfOrtunities 
in the farm sector by, (i) increasing the producers' surplus, and (ii) 
opening up avenues for intermediaries to operate trade by which the y can 
FIGURE 6 . 3 
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galn a reasonable profit from the transaction. On the other hand, In 
the Burichong reglon, the small farmers are losing, particularly in the 
transaction at the market place during the dry season. 
6 . 3 Changes In Transportation Cost 
Chapter 4 included a discussion of the transportation charges 
for each mode of transport used in the two regions. In a study in 1977, 
the Bangladesh Planning Commission in collaboration with the University 
of East Anglia , UK, estimated the transport cost charges of the various 
modes of rural transport in Bangladesh (TSS 1977). The results of the 
present study and those of the planning commission study are given In 
Table 6 . 1. 
TABLE 6.1 
AVERAGE TRANSPORT COST INCURRED BY EACH MODE OF TRANSPORT IN 
SOME SELECTED REGIONS OF BANGLADESH 
(in Taka) 
Transport Cost Charged per Maund-Mile 
Modes of Transport 
Planning Commission Study Present Study 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
* 
** 
Truck 
Tractor 
Rickshaw 
Bullock cart 
Head or shoulder load 
Boat 
For a 39 .44 mile trip. 
For a 3 . 67 mile trip. 
.05 - .3 0 . 03 
n.a. .05 
.30 - . 80 .2 0 
.20 - .45 .17 
.80 - 1.45 .7 0 
n. a. . 02 * , .37** 
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The estimates of the two studies are very similar in real terms. 
The difference between the two estimates is mainly due to the different 
time periods considered. That lS, the present study estimates refer to 
data collected up to the middle of 1973, whereas the estimates of the 
planning commission study refer to data collected up to the end of 1976. 
6.3.1 Transport Cost Functions 
The average costs of transport are misleading Slnce there is 
evidence and a prlorl reasoning to suggest that, for a given mode, costs 
will vary by the distance travelled and volume transported even if we 
leave aside variation in cost due to seasonality in demand. In this 
section an attempt is made to develop a transport cost function to 
determine the movement cost trend per maund-mile with respect to changes 
in distance and volume in the two regions. Ordinary least square (OLS) 
regression lS used to estimate the parameters of a quadratic function 
with distance and volume hauled as the arguments and with transport cost 
charged per maund - mile as the dependent variable. Thus the general 
fonn is : 
T (13) 
where , 
T Transport cost charged per maund-mile 
D Distance travelled in miles 
v = 'Jolume hauled In maunds 
and the expected slgns on a priori grounds are attached to the parameters. 
The standard statistical assumptions are made regarding the use of the 
OLS estimator. 
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The results for the Kotwali and Burichong regions are presented 
In Table 6.2 . Serial correlation or autocorrelation within ·the equations 
lS tested by the use of the Durbin-Watson Statistic (Appendix 5.1). 
TABLE 6.2 
REGRESSIONS OF THE TRANSPORT COSTS PER MAUND-MILE ON SELECTED 
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF THE TWO REGIONS 
Independent 
Variable 
D 
2 
D 
V 
2 
V 
Intercept 
-2 R 
F 
d. f . 
D-W 
Estimated Coefficients 
Kotwali Region 
-.0114050* 
( . 0038) 
+.00017099* 
(.00007) 
-.00000746 
(.00001) 
+.0000000002 
( . 00000) 
.253728 
.6300 
15.4731 
30 
1 . 8732 
Burichong Region 
-.01208163* 
(.00387) 
+.00014352* 
(.00005) 
-.00008068* 
(.00001) 
+.000000002 
(. 00000) 
.884871 
.7556 
32.6984 
37 
1.13 
All coefficients are highly significant except those not marked with 
an asterisk . Standard errors are in parentheses. 
The slgns of the estimated coefficients In both equations are as expected 
for all variables . The coefficients of distance and distance squared are 
significant in the Kotwali region, whereas in the equation for the 
Burichong region the coefficients of distance, distance squared and 
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volume transported are significant. This is due to the large capacity 
character of the modes used in the Kotwali region in relation to those 
of the Burichong reglon. The modes of the Kotwali region can carry large 
volumes of rice at a time with relatively short transit times. On the 
whole, the coefficients of all variables are greater in the equation for 
the Burichong region, except the coefficient of distance and distance 
squared . In this reglon the variable distance and distance squared are 
mainly influenced by the big country boat which can carry a large amount 
of rice at a time for a long-haul distance at a very low cost. Although 
their transit time is very long, the transport cost charge for the long-
haul distance lS even less than the cost charged by truck for a long-
haul distance In the Kotwali region. 
Comparing the two equations for the Kotwali and Burichong 
regions , one becomes aware of the effect which an adequate rural road 
network has on the unit transport cost per maund-mile despite the very 
similar effects of distance travelled by the different modes of transport 
in the two regions. That is, the magnitude of the constan~ term in the 
Burichong region is more than three times that of the Kotwali region, 
i . e . higher transport costs charged per maund-mile. The corresponding 
curves of the two equations are shown in Figure 6.4. 
6 . 3.2 Break-even Analysis: An Extension 
The objective of the simple framework of break-even analysis 
mentioned in Chapter 4 was to estimate the distance at which a given mode 
became more economically viable in relation to anothe r, subj ect to a 
specific volume of traffic. Here, this analysis will be exte nded, 
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that is, (i) to allow for the assumption relating to the volume to be 
relaxed , and (ii) to be able to investigate more than two modes at a time. 
This extension becomes feasible through the use of average cost curves 
derived empirically from the modes ' respective cost functions. 
However , the process will be demonstrated here for three modes 
In the Kotwali region only. These modes are rickshaw, tractor and truck. 
No attempt to determine the optimal distance for -these modes in the 
Burichong region will be undertaken in view of that region's special 
features . To recall, none of these modes is or can be used throughout 
the whole year . Instead , shoulder load and rickshaw can only operate In 
the dry season while country boats can operate only In the monsoon. 
Thus the estimation of their break-even points will not help in making 
decisions for the choice among different modes for a given distance as 
they are constrained by their seasonal character. The cost functions 
for rickshaw , tractor and truck in the Kotwali region used to calculate 
the respective average cost curves are given in Table 6.3. 
Examination of the derived functions indicates several points. 
First, with the exception of the distance travelled variable for 
tractors, all the estimated coefficients are statistically insignificant. 
This can be explained by the very high collinearity between the distance 
and distance squared variables as we ll as that between the volume and 
volume squared variables. d h ' 2, _2 ff' Secon ly, t e adJusted R , l.e. R , coe l-
cient for rickshaws was fairly moderate and relatively low In the case 
of trucks. This suggests - among other things - that other variables 
like transit time , capacity of each mode per trip, etc ., which are not 
considered in the analysis, may have an effect on the dependent variable. 
Thirdly , the reliability of the data lS a contributing factor to both 
TABLE 6 . 3 
REGRESSIONS OF THE TRANSPORT COSTS PER MAUND-MILE OF THREE MODES OF 
TRANSPORT ON SELECTED INDEPENDENT VARIABLES, OF THE KOTWALI REGION 
Independent 
Variable 
D 
2 
D 
V 
2 V 
Intercept 
- 2 R 
F 
D- W 
d . f . 
Truck 
-. 00694715 
( . 00554) 
+. 00008675 
( . 0001) 
-. 00000479 
( . 00001) 
+ . 00000000009 
( . 00000) 
.1 95072 
. 2426 
2 . 3619 
2 . 40 
13 
Mode 
Tractor 
Estimated Coefficients 
-. 02631901* 
(. 00908) 
+.00065124 
(. 00034) 
-. 00119124 
( . 00748) 
+ . 00001603 
(. 00006) 
. 3132288 
. 62 46 
6.8232 
1. 5679 
10 
(i) Standard errors are in parentheses. 
(ii ) The D- W statistics are illustrated in Appendix 5.2. 
Rickshaw 
-.04982279 
(.02911) 
+.00303359 
( . 00258) 
- . 00311240 
(.00317) 
+.00002553 
(.00004) 
.455737 
.5232 
4.8417 
2.3815 
10 
. _2 
the lnsignificance of estimates and the magnitude of the R coefficients. 
Finally , the size of the sample did not help matters. 
However, the estimated coefficients are all of the expected 
slgns and their magnitude seems fairly reasonable. That is, the estimated 
parameters for trucks are less than those for tractors, tractors are 
less than rickshaws and rickshaws are greater than both trucks and 
tractors for all variables. This confirms with real life experience 
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and encourages us to proceed with the determination of the break-even 
points , just to demonstrate the methodology for policy decisions. 
That is , several distance observations are considered for each 
mode to estimate the break-even point, corresponding to their transport 
charges for each observation. The distance observations are chosen by 
es·timating first a point of distance where the per maund-mile cost is 
minimwn for that mode . For eXLlmple : 
b 2D 
2 2 T a - bID + - c V + c 2V 1 (14) 
3T 
- b + 2b2D 0 --3D 1 (15) 
or 2b2D = b 1 (16) 
b l D 2b2 
(17) 
where D is a point of distance at which the per maund-mile cost lS 
mlnl mum , because the second order derivative of the function lS positive. 
The above method is applied to the equations for each · mode of 
transport to estimate the point at which the cost is minimum. The 
calculated break - even points are shown in Figure 6.5. The figure indi-
cates that in the Kotwali region the distance at which rickshaws become 
lower cost than tractors is 6 miles and that tractors become lower cost 
than trucks is 26 miles and, finally, trucks become lower cost than 
tractors beyond 26 miles. 
To sum up, it must be stated that the above determined break-
even points are not very accurate due to the small size of the sample 
and other statistical errors encountered In the formation of cost 
functions of the modes. Nevertheless, from the real world point of view, 
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the estimated distance points for each mode are reasonable with respect 
to their cost , speed and capacity. Moreover, the above metnodology is 
appropriate for undertaking similar studies with more accurate informa-
tion and more s "tatistically significant derived functions. 
6 . 4 Social Benefits of Rural Transport 
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By now it is clear that the provlslon of rural roads has slgnl-
ficant effects on the economlC as well as social lives of the rural 
people . All members of the society recelve benefits from rural trans-
port , whether or not they directly use such services. Some of the bene-
fits arising from the rural transportation system are discussed in a 
descriptive manner below since their effects cannot be easily quantified. 
6 . 4 . 1 The Communication Process 
It is evident from communication studies that, through mass 
media exposure and an interpersonal communication process, peasants can 
get the information needed to create rising expectations and motivation 
for modernising agriculture (Rogers and Svenning 1969). Gruning (1971) 
formulated a hypothesis that communication is a complementary factor 
to modernisation and development and that it can have little effect 
unless structural changes corne first to initiate the development process. 
Most of the communication theorists acknowledge that some structural 
rigidities impede the effect of communication on agricultural modernisa-
tion (Rogers and Svenning 1969; McNally and John 1968). Although 
these structural rigidities vary from country to country and even 
region to region, below is an illustration of their manifestation In 
the present study area. 
The research on which the present study is based indicates 
that peasants of the Burichong region generally cannot make 'much use of 
information due to the following factors : 
(a ) prlce instability at the farm and market level; 
(b) a land tenure system which concentrates the best land 
in the hands of the big farmers; 
(c ) insufficient roads and poor quality transportation 
facilities; 
(d) poor distribution of modern production inputs; 
(e ) an institutional credit system which excludes most 
small farmers; 
(f) poor extension serVlces for innovating and adopting 
new technology; and 
(f) sources of information which very often provide 
situationally irrelevant information. 
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The reasons why this situational backwardness exist cannot be substantiated 
from the research results presented here, but can be inferred from else-
where (Khan 1972; TSS 1977). 
In contrast, In the Kotwali reglon, all these structural 
factors are countered by group action, e.g. adoption of a Comilla-type 
cooperative approach in the agricultural sector (BARD 1972). Such 
cooperative societies were also formed by the farmers of the Burichong 
region, but they were unsuccessful, unlike their success in the Kotwali 
region . It is not the subject matter of the present study to explain 
why the group action activity was a failure In the Burichong region t but 
it can be stated from the author's personal conversations with the 
farmers that, among other factors, the lack of extension services and 
motivation for modernisation are the main causes of failure. The 
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absence of physical infrastructural facilities in the region limits the 
ability of extension agents and workers of other nation-building 
organisations to visit and channel modern inputs to the hands of the 
peasants at the proper times. By contrast , these factors of agricultural 
development are easily available to the farmers of the Kotwali region. 
6 . 4 . 2 The Extension Service 
This branch of the Agricultural Department in Bangladesh is 
faced with a difficult challenge where the physical infrastructural 
facilities are inadequate. From some of the open ended questions to 
the sample farmers 'of two regions it lS revealed that, in the Burichong 
region , farmers are reluctant to change their traditional cultivation 
practices due to their ignorance of modern practices. The extension 
agents cannot give proper impetus to the villagers in this region with 
modern inputs and implements for field demonstration due to the dis-
advantaged transportation system. Very few of them take the burden of 
visiting remote villages from the Thana headquarters by walking. Even 
some of them who want to motivate the few interested farmers are unable 
to give a guarantee of supplying the required modern inputs and credit 
facilities at the proper time. As a result, the farmers hesitate to 
change their traditional methods of farming and are reluctant to take 
any risks in adopting modern technology. Conversely, the sample farmers 
of the Kotwali region provided the opposite view in this respect. They 
stated that the extension agents are within the reach of their farm at 
any time . The extension workers can visit the remote villages of this 
region by using motor cycles , bicycles , or rickshaws, and conduct field 
demonstrations for adopting new technology . The various agricultural, 
developmental , fisheries and livestock projects launched in this region 
were all successful . This is possible not only due to the successful 
group action of the farmers but also to the services of the government 
officials who can enter the villages at any time with an advantage of 
transport and can provide relevant assistance to counter any problems. 
6 . 4 . 3 School Enrolment 
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Among the factors that limit school enrolment is inaccessi-
bility of the school to village folk. In the Kotwali region, the 
lit eracy percentage is 39 per cent and In the Burichong region it lS 
onl y 26 per cent (Pakistan Census 1961 ). To increase the level of 
lit eracy , the government is introducing several educational programmes, 
such as adul t education, night schooling and opening new primary schools 
in the remote rural areas . The results are not encouraging. It lS con-
ceivable that parents are discouraged from sending their children to 
school , when these children have to walk several miles over rough 
terrain to reach the school premises . On the open ended question of the 
present study on school enrolment, the farmers of the Burichong reglon 
statEd that they prefer to involve their children in working with them 
at the farm rather than sending them to school. Every child in the region 
has to walk at least 5 or 6 miles in order to attend a secondary school 
each daYi for this reason, most of the children are reluctant to enrol 
in the secondary school. The farmers also think that, in addition to 
their labour , they are getting direct labour from the children at the 
farm during school hours . Otherwise they might have to hire labour to 
get the work done . 
By contrast , thc farmers of the Kotwali region think along 
opposite lines : all sample farmers of this reglon are In favour of 
giving at least secondary education to their children. The children are 
also interested in enrolling themselves in the school because they can 
cnjoy bicycle riding or using other modes during the travel time to and 
from the school and enjoy the school environment as well as getting an 
education . 
The whole i nfrastructural facilities and other developmental 
projects in the Kotwali region make the people cosmopolitan. Due to the 
prOVlSlon of transportation facilities and institutional change, the 
villagers can meet outsiders and are able to communicate their ideas to 
the government officials; this, In turn , influences them in broadening 
their behaviour patterns and living standards which are reflected in 
their varied consumption patterns. 
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CHAPTER 7 
TRANSPORT TASKS; A Pl\CTOR IN COMMERCIALIZATION 
OF l\GRICULTURE 
1 0 7 
Due to the non-availability of new farming land in Bangladesh 
and the continuous increase in population , coupled with lack of employ-
ment opportunities in urbClll cen -trcs, the avcrClqc per capi tCl size of land 
holdings is decreasing from year to year . Under such circumstances, 
available land should be cultivated as intensively as possible in order 
to l essen the vast annual food deficit for the 80 million or so Bengali 
people . IIowever, agriculture in most parts of Bangladesh is operated 
at subsistence levels. 
The preceding chapters of this study attempted to test the 
validity or otherwise of the different facets of the working hypotheses 
regarding the role of transportation systems in rural development. 
Broadly speaking , it can be asserted that the postulated hypothesis is 
a justifiable one. Therefore , we attempt in this final chapter to 
utilize the results arrived at in determining the optimal, viz. least 
cost transport task in the study regions . Transport- task is defined 
as"a group of tran?port activities or undertakings which are closely 
related because of similarities in functions, objectives or means of 
achievement" (B T -S 1977). In other words, after briefly indicating 
the effect of transport tasks on the commercialization of agriculture, 
the remainder of this chapter will be devoted to finding the least-cost 
combination of transport modes and routes that accommodates the expected 
marketable rice surplus between its production points and consumption 
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centres . 
7 . 1 Transport Tasks and Commercialization of Agriculture 
It became clear from the analysis undertaken In Chapter 6 that 
commercialization is handicapped by certain structural rigidities In 
the backward regions of the country. However , appropriate transport 
tasks or activities can have a significant effect in controlling such 
structural rigidities . For example , if the farmers of the Burichong 
region intend to commercialize agriculture , first they have to accept 
modern t echnology such as HYV seeds , fertilizer, irrigation and insect-
icides etc ., appropriate for the region . The second factor will be 
the movement of both the required modern inputs and the surplus produce 
to the deficit or consuming centres at the desired time and in the 
cheapest manner . 
Once the farmers accept the commercialization programme, the 
region will gain crop specialization due to its production and trans-
portation advantages for a given crop or crops . The modern technology 
for the given crop(s) can be made available to the farmers by establish-
ing - among other things - an efficient transport task. The maln 
function of this task activity will be to move modern production inputs 
to. farmers and farm outputs to consumers with a minimum cost. In 
addition to transport networks, this will require use of the most 
economical transport modes capable of handling the expected traffic 
volume as well as the utilization of the most direct routes. Leaving 
aside the social benefits which were commented upon earlier, the economlC 
benefits resulting from reducing transportation costs, i.e. cost savings, 
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if invested locally will further enhance commercialization of agriculture. 
Naturally, who gets the benefits of cost savlngs depends as mentioned 
earlier on the elasticities of supply and demand for the different 
transport modes . 
7 . 2 ~1odal Implications of Commercialization 
Any specialization activity and commercialization character-
istics of farming will create a new demand for transport between the 
production regions and consumlng centres . Public transportation 
should be cheap , highly flexible and avai l able if it is to serve these 
new demands as they emerge . The transportation network should be able 
to serve numerous farm origins and final consuming destinations and be 
able to accommodate many intermediate destinations conveniently. A 
good rural road system should be able to adjust readily to changes In 
the technology of modes allowing for shifts in the patterns of inter-
mediate and final destination points . 
For example , In the Kotwali region, due to increased surplus 
agricultural production , the farmers and traders are shifting very 
rapidly from using bullock cart to uSlng tractor and truck for trans-
porting goods . With increases in volume and income, users of the 
transport modes tend to substitute large capacity and speedy modes for 
small capacity and slow modes. 
7 . 3 Intra-regional Comparisons 
As the commercialization process gathers momentum, outlets for 
the produce becomes of vital importance. However, as indicated above 
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both production and transport costs are determinants of regional com-
parative advantage and hence intra-regional trade. Therefore, the 
objective of this section lS to find out the optimal least-cost rlce 
movement, i . e ., transport task In the two regions of the study. !lere, a 
network analysis technique will be used. Basically, this technique is 
concerned wi -th the deployment of available resources for the completion 
of a complex task in the most efficient way (Saad 1978) . 
7 . 3 . 1 Network Analysis Technique 
To illustrate graphically (Figure 7.1) the objective of the 
network analysis technique in the present study , let us define the 
Cost 
C 
o 
FIGURE 7.1 
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following variables. First , d ] S the optimal capacity/distance of a 
n 
specific transport mode . Secondly, c 1S the minimum cost given d . 
n n 
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Thirdly , U is the non-optimal capacity/distance for -the mode in question. 
c 
Fi.Jltllly , c lS the nOl1-lnl111mUm cost conn ct d with d . Furthermore, it 
c c 
is assumed that c > c . The total cost of moving the marketable 
c n 
surplus of rice using a given c.:lpaci -ty /dis tance will consis t of its direct 
(fixed) and indirect (variable) costs . The objective of the analysis 
is to determine the minimwn cost of tIl transpor t task, i.c., cost c 
o 
with an associated capacity/distance in view of the available modes and 
routes (Saad 1978). 
The algorithm used 1n this study is called the "out-of-kilter" 
algorithm (O.K.A.) developed by Fulkerson (1 961 ). It determines the 
least-cost flow between two nodes in a network having capacity con-
straints on its links. This is achieved by determining a set of flows 
through the arcs at minimum total cost, which supply the amounts demanded 
at the various destination points . That is, shipments from the various 
or1g1n nodes should be equal to or smaller than the amounts of the 
commodity available; and capacity limitations on the transportation arcs 
should not be exceeded . 
In commodity flow studies uS1ng this algorithm, the following 
assumptions are considered: 
a . a commodity in question is demanded in specific 
amounts at a set of consuming destinations; 
b. the commodity 1S available at a set of production 
origins; 
c . for each production or1g1n there is a max1mum 
amount of the commodity that it can supply; 
d . the sum of the max mum amounts available at 
the set of production origins exceeds or 
equals the sum of the amounts demanded at 
the set of consuming destinations ; and 
e . finally, the production orlglns and the 
consUffilng destinations are embedded in a 
network which includes also intermediate 
destinations . The pairs of origin and 
destination nodes are connected by one or 
more directed arcs . In this analysis, 
these are mode of transport and transportation 
cost, an upper capacity and a lower capacity, 
specified for each arc. 
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A simple example containing one rice production centre (P) 
(origin node), two processlng centres/local markets (L
l
' and L
2
) (inter-
mediate nodes) and two wholesale/retail markets (W
l 
and W
2
) (destination 
nodes) is shown in Figure 7.2. The directed links (solid lines) in-
dicate the permissible rice movement sequences. For example rice may 
move from the production village (P) through one of the processing 
centres/local markets; or rice arriving at any of the' two wholesale/ 
retail markets may pass directly from the production village. 
As the out-or -kilter algorithm requires the network to be 
established in a circulation pattern, flows into and out of a node, for 
example , must be balanced (Sinclair and Kissling 1971). Two more dummy 
nodes, S (dummy origin) and X (dummy destination) must therefore be 
added to the figure. The dummy origin is connected to the origin node 
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by directed arcs (dashed lines in Figure 7.2) which have zero trans-
portation costs, upper capacities equal to the maxlmum amounts that 
/ 
the origin can provide and lower capacities of zero. Each destination 
node , In turn, lS connected to the dummy destination by a directed arc 
which lS given a transport cost of zero, an unlimited upper capacity and 
a lower capacity equal to the amount of the commodity required at the 
destination node. These dummy nodes allow quantities of rice to enter 
the system, move through it via the least- cost mode and route , and l eave 
the system. 
In mathematical terms, he algorithm yields the flows that 
minimize total transport tasks cost defined as 
c .. X .. lJ lJ 
and 
i=l , 2, . .. ,n 
j=1,2, ... ,m 
(18 ) 
for all the i t s, (production centres, i=1,2, . . . ,n) and the j~s (destinations, 
j=l , 2 , .. , m) where C .. is defined as the cost of one unit flow, i.e. X .. , on lJ lJ 
the i-j th arc by the different modes of transport. Analogue to linear 
programming models, the minimization of the transport task cost function 
(18) is subject to two constraints. 
L .. < X . . < U . . , lJ - lJ - lJ 
First, 
(19) 
for all i ' sand j ' s , where L . . and U . . are the lower and upper capacities lJ l J 
of the i - j arc . Constraints of the type (19) can be regarded in a sense 
as resource cons t raints . Secondly , the circulation piinciple, i.e. 
L: x .. J l ] 
L: ~j 
] 
0, ( 20) 
for all i t s . The non- negativity condition (20) ensures that what flows 
into a node must also leave it . The solution does ~ot · only give the 
' net arc costs ", i . e ., the overall costs to the system of one unit flow 
on any arc but also provides "node prices" . Node prices are shadow 
prices for a unit of the flow commodity at the different nodes. 
7 . 3 . 2 Results of the O.K.A . Analysis 
The analysis involved the sample villages, local ~arket and 
two wholesale/retail markets for rice in the Kotwali and Burichong 
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regions. Two separate least-cost flow models have been developed 
using information on the intraregional movement of rice In each region. 
Five sample villages are treated as the origin nodes, four sample 
markets are considered as the intermediate nodes a.nd two other whole a]e/ 
retail markets are considered as the destination nodes of each region. 
The wholesale/retail markets are within the command of the sample 
villages and the markets. The node-node linkages are defined in terms 
of the possible modes of transport operating in the movement of rice 
within a specific route. The information on the transport cost and 
the capacity of each possible mode are used to determine the least-
cost operation of a specific type of mode in such a linkage. Tables 
7.1 and 7.2 indicate the least-cost movement of rice from the orlgln 
nodes to the destination nodes through feasible modes of transport, l.e., 
transport task In Kotwali and Burichong reglons respectively. 
In Table 7.1 the optimal solution to the O.K.A. model suggest 
that from the five origin nodes in the Kotwali region, 120 maunds of 
rice are supplied to the destination nodes directly and/or via four 
intermediate nodes, where an equal quantity to that supplied is demanded 
each day . The total transportation costs of shipping 120 maunds of 
rice from the production origin to the consuming destinations are 
estimated using feasible modes of transport at approximately TK 6,24.7 
per day . 
In addition, the solution indicates that from the first pro-
duction village (PI)' rice should be transported by tractor and rickshaw 
direct to the first destination node. Thus, the table indicates in 
the first column the feasible modes of transport to be used for the 
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movement of rlce; the second column shows the origin node; the third 
colwnn shows the intermediate node and the associated quantities of 
rice to be moved by each feasible mode of transport; and the fourth 
column shows the final destination nodes and their associated quantities 
of rice transported by each feasible mode. 
The shadow prlces of the different origin and intermediate 
nodes indicates that In the Kotwali region, production village two (P2) 
has relatively the most transportation accessibility to the markets as 
its shadow price is lower than all other origin nodes (Appendix 6.1) . 
From the practical point of view, this is one of the villages among the 
five origin nodes which is located on the metalled road, by which the 
farmers can move rice by any alternative mode of transport at a lower 
cost (Chapter 3). 
Table 7.2 suggests that from the five orlgln nodes in the 
Burichong reglon, 62 maunds of rice are supplied to the destination nodes 
vla four intermediary nodes , where an equal quantity to that supplied is 
demanded each day . The total transportation cost of shipping 62 maunds 
of rice from the production origins to the consuming destinations lS 
estimated uSlng feasible modes of transport at approximately Tk 5,439 
per day . 
The table also indicates from the first production orlgln (P ) 
- 1 
In this reglon , rice should be transported by boat, shoulder load and 
rickshaw to the intermediate nodes. According to the feasible solution, 
boat should be used to move rice up to L3 , but shoulder load and rickshaw 
are feasible up to node L
4
. It also appears from the table that from 
any of the production origins it is not feasible to transport rice 
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directly to the ultimate destinat i on node s. 
one or more intermediate nodes. 
They must operate through 
The shadow prlces in Appendix 6.2 show that among all origin 
and intermediate nodes, the production orlgln (P2) lS the most accessible 
node in the region. 
Finally, the author draws attention to a main limitation of the 
above results. That is, they are b ased olland relate to daily shipments 
of rice in view of the available data. As such they ignore important 
facets of the rlce trade and are based on several implicit assumptions. 
To illustrate this point, the above analyses fail to take into account 
seasonality of production and it is assumed that adequate storage 
facilities exist. In view of such limitations, the practical value of 
these results for decision making becomes questionable . 
limitations can be overcome in future research. 
However, these 
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TABLP 7.1 
THE FLOW OF RICE IN THE KOTWALI REGION 
BY LEAST COST MODES OF TRANSPORT 
Modes of Origin Node * 
Intermediate Destination 
Node * Node ** Transport 
Tractor P l Wl (6 ) 
Rickshaw P l vJ l 
(15 ) 
Tractor P 2 vJl (12) 
Rickshaw P2 Wl (10) 
Rickshaw P 3 Ll (11 ) 
Rickshaw P 3 L2 (15) 
Tractor P 3 L2 (5) 
Rickshaw P 4 Ll ( 11) 
Rickshaw P4 L3 (10) 
Rickshaw P 5 Ll (13 ) 
Rickshaw P 5 L4 (12) 
Rickshaw Ll Wl (10) 
Rickshaw Ll W2 (10) 
Tractor Ll W2 (15) 
Rickshaw L2 v.71 (10) 
Rickshaw L2 W2 (10) 
Rickshaw L3 Wl (1 0 ) 
Rickshaw L4 W2 (12 ) 
The amount of flow of rice = 120 maunds. 
Total transportation cost = Tk 6,247.00. 
The quantity moved ln maunds is shown in parentheses: 
* See Table 3 . 1 ** = Comilla wholesale/r e tail mark e t 
W~ = Bi ' oypur who l esale/retai l market 
TABLE 7.2 
THE PLOW OF RICE IN TilE BURICTJONG REGION 
BY LEAST COST MODE OF TRANSPORT 
Boat 
Modes of 
Transport 
Shoulder Load 
Rickshaw 
Shoulder Load 
Boat 
Shoulder Load 
Shoulder Load 
Boat 
Boat 
Shoulder Load 
Boat 
Rickshaw 
Shoulder Loa'd 
Tractor 
Rickshaw 
Quantity of flow 
Origin Node 
P1 
P l 
P l 
P 2 
P2 
P3 
P4 
P4 
P5 
P5 
of rlce = 62 
Total transportation cost = Tk 
* 
Interme diate 
* Node 
L3 (12) 
L4 (3) 
L4 (5 ) 
Ll (10) 
L3 (7) 
Ll (8 ) 
L3 (5) 
L4 (6) 
L3 (1 ) 
L4 (5) 
Ll 
L3 
L3 
L4 
L4 
maunds. 
5,439 . 00 
The quantity moved in maunds is shown in parentheses. 
* See Table 3.1 
. ** = Kabila wholesale/retail market 
W2 = Jaffargonj wholesale/retail market 
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Destination 
Node** 
** W2 ( 18) 
Wl (20 ) 
,,v 1 (5) 
Wl (12) 
Wl (7) 
SUMMl\RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Sununary 
The cent ral issue of this study has been: can appropriate 
rural transportation systems significantly stimulate regional economic 
deve l opment and the commercialization of agriculture in a rural 
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Bangladesh? Further , if rural transportation can help , what can it do 
and how can it do- it? To approach these questions it is necessary to 
hold comparison between two regions , one with and the other without 
appropriate modern transportation systems. A developing region with 
rural roads will certainly require additional or modern transportation 
facilities to move the increased production. Failure to provide the 
necessary increases in the capacity of the transportation system in the 
form of networks and modes In the most economical way will create 
problems and may eventually slow down the rate of growth. In other 
cases , i . e . regions where such facilities are absent, the investments 
in rural transport systems may cause regional growth by commercializing 
agriculture and capitalization on cost of production comparative ad-
vantages . 
Chapter 1 illustrated how the rural transportation system 
has been helpful in rural development In general and in increasing 
agricultural produc.tion In particular In developing countries. A 
sununary of the findings of relevant empirical studies indicated that 
it has significant effects on the economic growth and development of 
backward regions . Thus , the main aim of this study is to examine how 
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the least-cost modern transport t a sks can help In promoting new 
agricultural production and an efficient marketing of surplus production. 
Three major objectives are formulated for this purpose: 
(1) to develop a methodology for measuring 
economic and assessing social benefits 
caused by improved rural road networks; 
(2) to estimate the influence of transport 
costs in increasing agricultural pro-
duction; and 
(3 ) to better understand the role of rural 
transportation systems in agricultural 
development . 
The theoretical basis and recent methodological developments 
relating to transport development have been attempted in order to examine 
the above objectives in Chapter 2 . In Chapter 3, the framework of the 
study was discussed . Among the hypotheses formulated for the study it 
was assumed that two factors are necessary for regional economic 
development and the commercialization of agriculture: (i) the existence 
of an adequate rural transport network in the regi~n, and (ii) ease of 
access from the farms to markets with alternative modes of transport 
available at the farm level. The working hypotheses which were formulated 
are that areas which enjoy transportation advantages over others: 
(1) att~in relatively higher percentages of the 
marketable surplus; 
(2) are able to capitalize on market intelligence 
and receive relatively higher market and farm 
prlces for their 1 )roduce; 
(3) incur relatively lower per unit transportation 
costs ; 
(11) uchi.cv yclntlvcly hi CJll r n - [Llnn i.ncome s ; 
and 
(5) specialize In farming. 
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The remaining section of this chapter dealt with the survey 
procedure conducted for collecting information from the selected samples. 
Initially two regions were selected of which one has relatively better 
transportation facilities with respect to the rural road network and 
modes of transport in comparison to the other reglon, i.e. the control. 
From each region , five villages and four markets were chosen. From 
each village 5 farmers and from each market four traders were selected 
purposively . Two separate interview schedules were used for the two 
groups of sub-samples . 
In Chapter 4, the economic characteristics and cost structure 
of different rural transport modes used by the sample farmers and 
traders of the two regions were analysed in terms of their transport 
cost, distance travelled and volume hauled . The farmers and traders 
of the project region (with improved roads) used mainly truck, tractor, 
rickshaw and bullock cart. Farmers and traders of the control region 
(without improved roads) used shoulder load, boat and rickshaw for 
transporting rice . The per maund-mile transport cost charged by each 
mode of transport lS shown in Table 6.1. The average per maund-mile 
transport cost In the project region was estimated to be about one third 
of that of the control region. An accessibility measurement of the 
modes indicated that in the projec t reglon, tractor is the most 
accessible mode while shoulder load is the most accessible mode ln 
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the control region from the farmers' point of view. From the traders' 
point of view on the same analysis , truck is the most accessible mode 
in the project region and boat is the most accessible mode in the 
control region . After calibrating the accessibility model into an 
exponential function , the result shows that the capacity of the 
different modes of transport increases as accessibility of the modes 
increases . Thus , the increase in production that can be expected ln 
a region depends on the increase in ability of different modes of 
transport to move the inputs toward production centres and outputs 
toward consuming centres. This relates to the increase in accessib-
ility programmed for the area and the level of existing transport 
services found in the area. 
In Chapter 5 the rice trade performance ln the project and 
control regions was discussed . This was done by developing three 
relationships : (i) the relationship of the farmers to the markets; (ii) 
the relationship of the traders to the markets and to the surrounding 
farms ; and (iii) the relationships between farm and market prices of the 
two regions. The information on the place of sale chosen by growers 
indicated that growers in the project region tend to sell at the farm-
gate , while in the control region growers tend to dispose of their rice 
in the market place. At its face value, this statement counters the 
belief that with a better transportation system the farmer will sell his 
produce in the market to get a higher price . 
To measure the performances of the different types of traders 
of the two reglons , estim?tion of the net margin appropriated from the 
transaction was attempted. This study considered only transport cost 
as a deducting factor from gross margln to determine net margln. The 
net margin appropriated by the traders from the farm and market purchase 
1 
of paddy is 11.84 and 11.73 per cent in the project reglon, whereas the 
traders of the control region appropriated from the farm and market 
transactions of paddy 13.80 and 10.97 per cent respectively. In the 
case of rice 2 transactions at the market places of the two regions, the 
traders of the project reglon appropriated 11.26 per cent while the 
traders of the control reglon appropriated 16.93 per cent. 
Considering net margln as a yardstick of measurlng marketing 
efficiency, the result shows that In the project region the net margins 
for three types of transactions are the conventionally accepted norms, 
but the ppddy trade at the market place of the control reglon is the 
only trans.action which has a conventionally accepted figure. According 
to the hypothesis formulated, the paddy trade of the control reglon 
should not be a conventionally accepted one. The reason is that the 
growers bear the initial cost of transporting paddy from the farmgate 
to the market place , so the price paid and received (margin) by the 
traders is not affected by the transport costs involved In transporting 
paddy. On the other hand, the net margln appropriated by the growers 
lS affected In this case. However , it was not possible here to 
determine the growers' net margin due to paucity of other relevant 
information. 
1 Unhusked rlce graln. 
2 Husked fine rice grain. 
Finally, this chapter examined the relationship between the 
prices of the project region with those found in the control region. 
The average prlce differences observed between the markets and farms 
of the two regions are shown In Tables 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8. Using 
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a student t-test, the prices of the markets and farms of the two reglons 
are compared for three categories of prices: (i) the prices of farm to 
those of markets in each region; (ii) the prices of farms to those of 
farms between the regions; and (iii) the prices of markets to those of 
markets between the regions. The analysis shows that in the project 
region the farm and market price difference lS significant while in 
the control reglon it is insignificant. In view of our postulated 
hypotheses , the results should be the other way round. The reason for 
the unexpected results may be the quality of rice at the market place 
of the project region which commanded a high price for rice, ultimately 
providing significant differences . The insignificant difference in 
the control reglon may be because boat transportation charges are very 
low in the monsoon. Considering the results from the traders' 
information on the price difference between the farms and markets of the 
two regions, the assumptions postulated are satisfied. 
Price differences between the farms and between the markets 
of the two reglons show that with farmers' data the difference is in-
significant at the farm level and significant at the market level. 
According to the hypothesis, the farm level difference is not accepted. 
The cause of the insignificant difference between the prices at the 
farm level in both regions may be due to the higher price received at 
the farrngate by the farmers of the control region during the monsoon . 
From the traders' data, both the farrngate and market level price diff-
erences are significant. 
In Chapter 6, an analysis was made of the economic effects 
and social benefits derived from the improved rural transportation 
system . Three types of economic effects can be expected from rural 
road projects: short, medium and long run effects. The short and 
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medium run effects are mainly based on the estimation of producer surplus 
approach. An application of the producer surplus approach to the 
farmers ' data of the two regions indicated that an amount of nearly 
Tk 228 per acre was appropriated by the growers of the project region 
as an incremental producer surplus over the growers of the control region. 
The long run effects of the improved rural roads were estimated through 
the distribution of benefits accruing from the transport cost savings 
by the transporters of rice in the two regions. The analysis indicates 
that the transporters of the control region can gain no surplus while 
the transporters of the project region gain a reasonable surplus. The 
transporters of rice in the project region are traders, who appropriate 
23.77 per cent of the producer surplus due to the advantage of improved 
rural roads . 
So far average transport costs are considered for the analysis, 
which is sometimes misleading since there is evidence and a priori 
reasoning to suggest that, for a glven mode, cost will vary by the 
distance and volume hauled. Therefore, a transport cost function was 
developed by estimating a quadratic function with transport cost 
charged per maund-mile as the dependent variable for each region and 
distance and volume hauled as independent variables. Comparing the 
equations (Table 6.2) of the project and control regions, one sees 
that in the project region, the unit change in transport cost with a 
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unit change in distance and volum0 hauled by the different modes is 
not significantly low. But the constants of the two equations show 
that the control region has to incur transport cost three times greater 
than the project reglon. The break-even point analysis for the three 
modes of transport of the project reglon (Figure 6.5) shows that the 
distance at which cycle rickshaw becomes lower cost than tractor is 6 
miles, and that tractor becomes lower cost than truck at 26 miles and 
finally , truck becomes lower cost than tractor beyond 26 miles. other 
social benefits enjoyed by the farmers of the project region, such as 
communication facilities , adequate extension services and facilities 
for school enrolment for the children were also discussed in Chapter 6. 
Finally in Chapter 7, how improved rural transportation tasks 
of a region can help in regional economic development and commercial-
ization of agriculture were illustrated . The transportation task is 
defined as a group of transport activities which are closely related 
becau se of similari ties in functions and objectives. An intra-
regional comparison was undertaken for each region to provide an 
optimal (least- cost) rice movement flow from which the farmers and 
transporters of each region can mipimize transport cost by using re-
commended modes and routes . A network analysis approach based on the 
out- of- Kilter algorithm indicated the impact of possible alternative 
rice marketing programmes in the regions in raising the per capita 
income of the growers and transporters due to transport cost savings. 
The analysis estimates that the per maund transport cost through the 
recommended arcs is Tk 52 in the project region and nearly Tk 88 In the 
control region. The shadow price analysis revealed a village in each 
region which lS most accessible in terms of transport cost . 
lLU 
Conclusions 
Arising from this study and the summary that has been drawn, 
it can be concluded that rural transportation investment can significantly 
stimulate regional economic development and the commercialization of 
agriculture . The next stage is to confirm what it can stimulate, and 
how. To approach these questions the following major points should be 
mentioned : 
(1) The efficiency measurement of the different 
modes of rural transport revealed that the 
modes which are used in the project region 
are most accessible in terms of cost, speed, 
and capacity in volume and distance hauled. 
These modes are able to operate in this 
region due to the existence of a rural 
transport network which was built before and 
during the launching of agricultural 
development projects in the region in the 1960s. 
(2) The analysis of the rice trade performance of 
the project region showed that the net margins 
appropriated by the traders both at the farm-
gate and market transactions are conventionally 
accepted amounts . Therefore, the parties 
involved in the transactions benefit from 
trade. As a result , price is relatively 
stable both at farm and market place due to 
the competition among the traders, who offer 
prices both at farm and market place. 
(3) The application o f a producer surplus 
approach enabled the calculation of the 
incremental producer surplus by the 
growers of the project region per acre. 
The estimate shows that the growers of this 
region are far better off , with respect to 
per acre income, which will ultimately raise 
the per capita income of the region and cun 
be invested for other developmental purposes. 
The transport cost savings distribution 
approach indicates that the rural road 
systems create new opportunities for the 
traders of this region to operate trade at 
the farmgate level. 
(4) The transport cost function predicted that 
per unit changes in distance and volume 
hauled by the modes of the project region 
cause nominal changes in transport cost per 
maund-mile. The break-even point analysis 
recommended that in this region rickshaw 
becomes cheaper than tractor wi thin 6 miles, 
tractor becomes cheaper than truck at 26 
miles and truck becomes cheaper beyond 26 miles. 
(5) Finally, the intraregional comparison using 
network analysis suggested that in the project 
reglon, rickshaw and tractor are the feasible 
modes of transport which can operate at least 
cost level. From the real world point of view 
the result can be accepted. The distance 
between the produc tion origins and destination 
nodes of the network analysis is not more than 
26 miles for any casco Thus the operation of 
rickshaw and tractor lS recommended but not 
truck in view of the break-even analysis 
results. 
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Comparing the project and control reglons with respect to the 
above findings relating to the working hypotheses formulated for the 
study, the reverse situation for each finding will be encountered in the 
control region . So it is evident that in spite of the natural resources 
available in the control region for increasing agricultural production, 
they are not fully utilized due to the lack of rural transportation 
systems . The farmers of this region are prevented from increasing their 
income due to the regional backwardness. 
It is not suggested here that the findings of the present 
study would apply generally throughout Bangladesh, 'rather it was intended 
to demonstrate the methodology and to indicate the applicability and use-
fulness of the economic analysis of a rural transportation system. 
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APPENDIX 1 
COST OF TRANSPORT DEFINED 
The objective of calculating costs is to gain information on 
which to base different economic and policy decisions. For instance, 
the main objective of calculating the costs relating to a given trans-
port mode enables the owner to estimate the basis for the rate to be 
charged in order to keep the enterprise economically vi.able. Such 
rates help the transport user to decide which mode of transportation 
lS the most economical . This lS done by comparing the transport charges 
of a specific mode with those of available alternative modes with respect 
to capacity, speed and availability. 
It is evident that some cost items are related to the owner-
ship of the modes and others to the use of the modes (Lonnemark 1967). 
For example, interest on capital invested , taxes and lnsurance costs 
belong to the first group, and are commonly referred to as the fixed 
cost. The second group of cost items includes cost of repairs, main-
tenance and serv,ices, fuel and oil, wages and salaries. These cost 
items are referred to as variable or operational costs. 
The theoretical procedure to be followed in calculating each of 
the various cost items is outlined below. The example used is that of a 
tractor (considering tractor is used only 25 per cent of its operating 
time in transporting agricultural p roduce). 
The underlying assumptions are: 
Cost 
(a) 
(b) 
(i) Purchase prlce of tractor (Tk) = PP 
-(ii) Rate of interest on capital (%) = RI 
(iii) Annual distance travelled (miles) = MI 
(iv) Period of depreciation (years) = DE 
(v) Cost of housing and insurance (per year) = HI ' 
(vi) Repairs and maintenance (per year) = RM 
(vii) Cost of fuel and oil (per mile) = FO 
(viii) Operator's wages (per month) = WA [considering the 
operator drives the tractor 2000 miles per month: 
15 per cent of the total time used for the tractor 
to travel to pick-up points. In other words, the 
possibility ' of back-load has been excluded and the 
cost of the return trip is included in the trans-
portation cost] . 
(ix) Cost of supervision = cs 
(x) Overhead cost per mile = OH 
Eer Mile 
Depreciation PP = = D DE x MI 
PP x RI Interest = = I 
2 x MI x 100 
(c) Housing and 
Insurance 
HI 
= = H MI 
(d) Repair and RM 
= - = R Maintenance MI 
(e) Fuel and Oil = FO = F 
(f) Operater WA 
= = W Wage 2000 
Total cost per mile = D + I + H + R + F + W 
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Cost of tractor per productive mile , l.e. round trip 
= 
Total cost per mile x 2000 
1700 
Cost per maund-mile assumlng full capacity utilisation 
= 
Cost per mile (productive) 
Capacity per trip 
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APPENDIX 2.A 
The following illustration will show the use of the 
accessibility measure equation using the information collected from 
the farmers of two reglons: 
Kotwali Region: Transportation cost 
Rate Charged by Each Mode in Each Village 
per Maund-Mile 
Mode of Produc.tion Village 
( j ) 
Transport Used 
(i) Pl P2 P3 
Rickshaw (Xl) .16 
Tractor (X2 ) .05 .05 
Bullock Cart (X3 ) .2-5 
The volume transported from each village (p) lS: 
P l = 623, P 2 = 651, P 3 = 920, P4 = 628, P = 747 5 
P4 
.10 
P5 
.25 
The transportation cost factors (F .. ) 
lJ 
associated with each mode 
1 ~nd are calculated considering .45 as are defined as F .. = lJ (T .. )<r lJ 
the exponent of transport cost following Falcocchio . and cantilli (197 4). 
Transport Cost (Maund-Mile) 
(T . . ) 
l J 
. 05 
.10 
.16 
. 25 
Transport Cost Factor 
(F .. ) 
lJ 
3 . 8 5 
2 . 8 2 
2 . 28 
1. 8 7 
The accessibility for each mode (X. ) may then be calculated as follows: l 
Xl (Ric kshaw) = (P l ) (F l _l ) + (P5) (F 1-5) -- 3 , 795 . 44 * = Most X2 (Tractor) = (P l) (F 2-1) + (p2 ) (F 2-2) = 7 , 41 1 . 25 '* Acc e ssible 
X3 (B. Cart) = (p 3 ) (F 3-3) + (p4 ) (F3 _4 ) = 3,491 . 36 Mode 
• 
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Burichong. Reg ion: TranspJrtation cost 
Rate Charged by Each Mode in Each Village 
per Maund-Mile 
t-bde of Production Village 
TranspJrt Used 
(i) PI P2 P 3 P 4 
Boat (Xl) .37 
Shoulder Load (X2 ) .59 .75 .43 .73 
Shoulder Load and 
.45 .50 Rickshaw (X3 ) 
The volume transpJrted from each village (p) lS: 
PI = 610, P 2 = 508, P 3 = 227, P 4 = 335, P = 163 5 
(j ) 
P 5 
.82 
The tran spor t cost factors (F . . ) associated with each mode· are 
II 
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. 1 d deflned as F .. = ( )~ an are calculated considering .45 as the exponent lJ T .. 
lJ 
of transport cost ~ollowing Falcocchio and Cantilli (1974). 
Transport Cost (Maund -Mile) TranspJrt Cost Factor 
(T . . ) (F .. ) 
lJ lJ 
.3 7 1 . 56 
.43 1 . 46 
.45 1.43 
. 50 1 . 37 
.5 9 1 . 27 
.73 1 . 15 
.7 5 1.14 
. 82 1.09 
The acc ess ibility for each mode (X.) may then be calculat~9 as follows: 
l 
Xl (Boat) 
X
2 
(Sh. Load) 
X3 (Sh- Load & 
Rickshaw) 
= (P3) (F l _ 3 ) = 354.12 
= (P I) (F 2-1) + (P2) (F 2-2) + (p.3 ) (F 2-. 3) + (p 4) (F 2-4) 
+ (P5) (F 2_ 5 ) = 2,248.16* 
= (P
l
) (F 3-1) + (p 2 ) (F 3-2) = 1,568.26 
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APPENDIX 3 • A 
The following illustration will show the use of the acceSSl-
bility measure equation by using the information collected from the 
traders of two reglons: 
Kotwali Region: Transport Cost Rate Charged by 
Each Mode to Each Market per Maund-Mile 
Mode of Local Markets (j ) 
Transport Used 
Ll L L (i) 2 3 
Rickshaw and 
.08 .10 .08 Truck (Xl) 
Truck (X 2) .08 .04 
Tractor (X 3 ) .05 .08 
Tractor and 
.06 .04 .06 Truck (X4 ) 
Bullock Cart 
.04 
and Truck (X 5 ) 
L4 
.03 
The volume transacted in each market lS: Ll =8,65 0, L2 =20,200, 
L3 = 16 , 200, L4 = 75,800 . 
The transport cost factors (F .. ) 
lJ 
associated with each mode are 
defined as F.. -
lJ 
1 
(T .. )0: 
lJ 
and are calculated considering .45 as the 
exponent of transport cost following Falcocchio and Cantilli (1974). 
Transport Cost Transport Cost Factor 
Maund-Mile (T .. ) (F .. ) lJ lJ 
. 03 4 . 85 
.04 4 . 26 
.05 3 . 8 5 
. 06 3.55 
. 08 3 . 12 
.10 2 . 82 
Xl = 123,588, X2 = 480 , 670 , * , X3 = 83,846 . 5 , X = 174, 269 .50 4 
36 , 849 
* Most accessible mode. 
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Burichong Region: Transport Cost Rate Charged 
by Each Mode to Each Market per Maund-Mile 
Mode of Local Market (j) 
Transport Used 
Ll L2 L3 (i) 
Shoulder Load , Rickshaw 
.18 
and Truck (Xl) 
Boat (X2 ) . 02 . 02 .03 
Shoulder Load and 
.22 Boat (X3 ) 
Rickshaw and 
Truck (X 4) 
L4 
.06 
The volume transacted 1n each market (L): Ll =4,1 90 ,L 2 = 6 , 425 
L3 = 7 , 300,L4 = 6,886 
The transport cost factors (F,,) 
1J 
associated with each 
1 
mode are defined as F" = . and are calculated considering .45 
1J (T, "ex 
1J 
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as the exponent of transport cost ~ollowing Falcocchio and Cantilli (1974). 
Transport Cost (Maund-Mile) Transport Cost Factor 
(T, ,) (F , ,) 
1J 1:1 
. 02 5 . 81 
.03 4 . 85 
. 06 3. 55 
. 18 2 . 16 
.22 1 '. 98 
The accessibility calculated for each mode is: 
Xl = 9,.050 . 40 , X2 = 97 , 078 . 15 *, X3 = 8 , 296 . 2 
X4 = 24 , 445 .30 
'k ost accessible mode. 
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APPENDIX 4 
CAPACITY-ACCESSIBILITY MODEL 
Accessibility Volume 
Sample Group Mode of Transport Index Transported 
(in 1000) in Maunds 
Used by Farmers 
of Two Regions: 
1. Rickshaw 3 . 80 288 
Kotwali 2. Tractor 7. 41 564 
3 . Bullock Cart 3 . 50 354 
4. Boat (Small) . 35 112 
Burichong 5. Shoulder Load 2 . 25 750 
6. Shoulder Load 1. 57 572 
and Rickshaw 
Used by Traders 
of Two Regions: 
7 • Rickshaw and 
Truck 1 23. 59 15,450 
8. Truck 480 . 67 78,800 
Kotwali 9. Tractor 83 . 85 9500 
10. Rickshaw and 
Tractor 1 74. 27 14,100 
11. Truck and 
Bullock Cart 36 . 85 3000 
12. Shoulder Load, Rickshaw, 
and Truck 9 . 05 2250 
13 . Boat (Big) 97 .1 0 16,225 
Burichong 14. Shoulder Load and 
Boat "8 . 30 74 0 
15. Shoulde r Load and 
Rickshaw 24 . 45 68 86 
APPENDIX 5 . 1 
DURBIN-WATSON TEST FOR AUTOCORRELATION: 
EQUATIONS OF TWO REGIONS 
Dependent variable d 0.050 Level of Significance 
TCK 
m-m 
( sample Slze 
, 
TCB 
m-m 
( sample Slze 
d d L U 
1.8732 1.29 1.72 
= 35) 
1.13 1.29 1.72 
= 42) 
APPENDIX S. 2 
DURBIN-WATSON TEST FOR AUTOCORRELATION: 
EQUATIONS OF THREE MODES OF TRANSPORT IN THE 
KOTWALI REGION 
Dependent Variable d 0.05 Level of Significance 
d d
u L 
TCT 2.40 .68 1.57 
m-m 
(sample size = 19) 
TCT 1.5679 .69 1.97 
r 
m-m 
(sample size = 15) 
TCR 2 .3815 .69 1 . 97 
m-m 
(sample Slze = 15) 
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